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By 
Our File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In The Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } 
} 
Deceased. } 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S 
PRE - TRIAL MEMORANDUM 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Following the death of his mother, and at the request of his 
father, KIM BAILEY moved into his father's home, to help to care for him. 
Such father died, and a petition for probate was filed, pursuant 
to his will. 
Although KIM BAILEY was named in such will as personal 
representative, his siblings, petitioners, challenged his appointment as 
such, delaying the process from September to December, 2006, then not 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM 
r.'"\ " ~'--, ij 
even appearing (in person or by counsel) at the hearing on such 
appointment. 
KIM BAILEY continued to reside in the family residence. 
Despite being required to do so, through discovery, the 
challengers refused to turn over to the personal representative certain 
personal property of the estate. 
The contestants agreed that the personal representative could 
purchase such residence, at the appraised value. An appraisal was 
obtained, but they thereafter objected to such sale. 
The contestant siblings demand that the personal 
representative pay rent for his occupancy of the residence. 
ISSUES 
I 
WHETHER THE PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE IS 
ENTITLED TO POSSESSION 
OF THE PROPERTY OF THE 
ESTATE? 
II 
WHETHER A PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE, 
OCCUPYING THE DECEDENT'S 
RESIDENCE, MAYBE REQUIRED 
TO PAY RENT FOR SUCH 
OCCUPANCY? 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM-2 
ARGUMENT 
I 
The personal representative has a duty to take possession of 
the decedent's property. § 15-3-709 I.e. 
II 
"A person qualifying as [personal 
representative is] charged with the 
fiduciary duty of ... taking into his 
possession all assets of his testator 
... and is responsible for any loss 
incurred by his culpable failure to 
do so." In re Anderton's Estate [1946], 
67 Idaho 160, 163. 
III 
" The authorities hold [a personal 
representative] responsible not only 
for property which comes into his 
possession, but also that which he 
reasonably should have taken into 
his possession." Anderton, at 163. 
IV 
" ... It is clear that an Idaho 
[personal representative] is entitled 
to possession of the property of the 
estate in Idaho until the estate is 
settled or until the property is delivered 
or otherwise disposed of pursuant 
to an order of the court." Peterson v. 
Neal [1972], 94 Idaho. 816, 819. See 
also, estate of Randall [1942], 64 Idaho 
629,637. 
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" [Personal representatives 
are] not liable for rent for the period 
of their occupancy [of decedent's 
residence]." Estate of Randall [1942], 
64 Idaho 629, 637. 
VI 
In Randall, the person acting as personal representative had 
resided in the home all of her life, and continued to so reside following her 
mother's death. The court held that she would only be liable for rent if she 
had leased the property, in which case she would have been required to 
account for the profit realized. 
CONCLUSION 
It is clear that a personal representative is entitled to - - and 
must - take possession of the property of the estate. 
It is equally clear that a personal representative, occupying the 
decedent's residence, is not required to pay rent for such occupancy. 
Respectfully submitted, this April 10, 2008. 
-/ .dt4{~~ ~ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Personal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[lRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated party, by handing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
BRIAN L. BOYLE, ESQ . 
. ~/// 
April 10, 2008 RE¥D R. REE~Q. 
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Brian L. Boyle, Esq., ISB #6233 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MA ITER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
MEMORANDUM OF FACTS 
AND LAW 
COME NOW Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe, by and through 
counsel of record, and submit that the facts of this matter are as follows: 
1. Decedent Carol Bailey died April 11, 1998 at the age of 63 years. Decedent Francis 
A. Bailey died September 22, 2006 at the age of 76 years. The decedents left the following children, 
heirs, and devisees: F. Kim Bailey, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle J. Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
2. On or about October 26,2006, F. Kim Bailey filed a Petition for Informal Probate and 
Informal Appointment of Personal Representative pursuant to the last wills and testaments of the 
decedents. At the time of decedents' deaths, they had real property and personal property. 
According to the last wills and testaments, all children were to share equally in the estate. 
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3. Since Francis A. Bailey passed away on September 22, 2006, F. Kim Bailey, has 
resided in the Carol Bailey and Francis A. Bailey estate home and has used the estate real and 
personal property as his own possessions, including pasturing his personal horses on the estate 
property. 
4. Since September 22,2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has not taken any 
efforts to gather, prioritize, or evaluate the estate property, nor has he prepared the real property for 
sale or taken any efforts to finalize the estate and obtain a distribution of the assets for the heirs. 
5. Since September 22,2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has failed to allow 
the heirs access to the property, nor has he provided any information to which they have a right so 
as to confirm that the property is being handled in an appropriate manner and in the estate's best 
interest. 
6. Since September 22, 2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has failed to 
maintain the real property in a condition that would preserve its value. Specifically, the personal 
representati ve has allowed the yard, trees, and landscaping to die and has allowed the property to fall 
into a general state of disrepair. 
LA W OF THE CASE 
Idaho Code 15-3-611 governs the removal of personal representative for cause. 
Cause for removal exists when removal would be in the best interest of the estate, or if it is 
shown that the personal representative or the person seeking his appointment intentionally 
misrepresented material facts in the proceedings leading to his appointment, or that the 
personal representative has disregarded an order from the Court, has become incapable of 
discharging the duties of his office, or has mismanaged the estate, or failed to perform any 
duty pertaining to the office." 
Idaho Code 15-3-611(b) 
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The Court of Appeals in Kolouch v. First Security Bank, 128 Idaho 196, 911 P.2d 779 (CL App. 
1996) upheld the magistrate's removal of personal representative because said personal 
representative "failed to act in the best interest of the estate, mismanaged the affairs of the estate, 
operated under a conflict of interest, failed to marshal estate assets, and breached her fiduciary duty 
to the estate." Kolouch at 192. In that case, the magistrate specifically held that the personal 
representative was guilty offinancial mismanagement for various things, including conveying estate 
property to herself. 
In the case before this court, Kim Bailey, the personal representative, has effectively 
transferred property to himself without benefit to the estate, by retaining control of the assets, and 
living in the estate's home since September 2006 without fair compensation. This qualifies as a 
violation of the personal representative's fiduciary duties and should result in his removal. 
The personal representative's reliance upon the old case of Estate o/Randall, 64 Idaho 629 
(1942) is misplaced. Even ifit were an accurate statement of current law (which petitioners believe 
it is not), the Court in Randall made it clear that as surviving children equally entitled to the estate, 
all parties were in effect joint tenants, and the personal representative could not refuse the other 
cotenants the same use and possession of the estate property as asserted by the personal 
representative. Id. at 636-37. The Randall court also clarified that the personal representative is 
entitled to possession of the estate residence so long as he is "duly and regularly administering [the 
estate for the heirs]." Id. at 637. Petitioners believe the evidence will show that the personal 
representative denied them access to and use of the residence, in violation of the law as set forth 
above. The evidence will also show that the personal representative was not "duly and regularly 
administering the estate for the heirs" but in fact did little or nothing at all in that regard. Therefore 
he was not entitled to rent-free possession of the estate residence. 
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Petitioners have alleged that the personal representati ve has violated the duties placed on him 
as the personal representative. "A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the 
standards of care applicable to trustees as described by § 15-7-302 of this Code." Idaho Code § 15-
3-703(a). A trustee's standard of care as outlined in Idaho Code §15-7-302, is that which would be 
observed by a prudent man dealing with the property of another. The trial evidence will show that 
the personal representative has taken little if any effort to preserve the real and personal property and 
has actually damaged the property with his actions. 
There is an allegation that the personal representative has failed to comply with Idaho Code 
§ 15-3-706 requirement that an inventory of the property along with values be filed within three 
months following the appointment. As of March 11,2008, the personal representative advised the 
petitioners that he could not make any disbursement of personal property until such time as he had 
a complete list of the assets and their corresponding values. This statement confirms that the 
personal representative has failed to comply with his duties, and has mismanaged the estate by not 
properly tracking the property and its values and preparing the estate for final distribution. 
The personal representative is required to settle and distribute the estate property In 
accordance with the terms of the will as expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with the best 
interests of the estate. Without dispute, the personal representative has had control of the estate 
property since September 2006 with no effort to distribute. During this same period of time, the 
personal representative has made no efforts to prepare the real property for sale, has not listed the 
real property for sale, has not completed an inventory of the personal property with its fair market 
value so as to facilitate the disposition of the estate assets, has allowed the estate assets to be 
diminished in value by allowing those assets to fall into disrepair. It will be clear at the trial in this 
matter that the personal representative has assumed the decedents' property as his own, has received 
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a significant benefit from the use of this property without fair compensation to the estate, and has 
not made any attempt to fulfill his duties as the personal representative. For those reasons, personal 
representative should be removed, all assets still in the personal representative's possession should 
be turned over to a successor personal representative. The personal representative should be made 
to account for personal property he used and should be made to reimburse the estate for the fair 
rental use of the real property and other personal property the personal representative had the benefit 
of since September 2006. 
DATED this i.E- day of April, 2005. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.c. 
By: 
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the W- day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJW:es 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
[ ] Mail 
rv1Hand Delivery 
[lfl Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
J:\data\BLB\6186\PLEADINGS OURS\038 Memo Facts & Law.wpd 
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FROM: INVOICE 
Boam and Associates 
560 3rd Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Telephone Number: 208-528-9200 
TO: 
Reginald Reeves 
Reginal Reeves 
Cambridge Law Center 
Po' Box 1841 
Idano Falls, ID 83403 
Fax Number: 208-528-9204 
"r ;INVOICE NUMBER> 
DATE 
REFERENCE 
Internal Order #: 
Lender Case #: 
Client File #: 
Main File # on form: 04018 
Other File # on form: 
Telrphone Number: (208) 522-2513 
Alternate Number: 
Fax Number: Federal Tax ID: 26-0846387 
E-Mail: Employer ID: 
Lender: State of Idaho Bonneville County Court 
Purc:1aser/Borrower: 
Client: Reginal Reeves 
Property Address: 4673 South i 5th West 
City: Idaho Falls 
County: Bonneville State: I D 
Lpgal Description: SW114, SW114, Section 36, Township 2 North, Range 37 
FEES 
Residential 
PAYMENT IS DUE UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICE 
Ai ,S% FINANCE CHARGE WILL BE APPLIED TO ALL ACCOUNTS 30 DAYS PAST DUE 
Now Accepting Visa and Mastercard 
PAYMENTS 
Check #: Date: Description: 
Checl(#: Date: Description: 
Check#: Date: Description: 
Zip: 83401 
SUBTOTAL 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL DUE 
Form NIV5 "Win TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc, - 1 >800-ALAMDDE 
Curtis Boam & Associates 
$ 
AMOUNT 
400,00 
400,00 
AMOUNT 
400,00 
£) ,,~, 
.....,.:J 
Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Page 1 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005 
Form 1004 - "Win TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc, - i ·800·ALAMODE 
tj ,~. ,f' 
~~+ 
Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Page 2 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005 
Form 1004 - "Win TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, mc. - 1-800-ALAMOOE 
Uniform .ential Appraisal Report 
IFile No. 040181 Paae #3: 
File II 04018. 
i Co';'ments: Sauare footaae of ; is 
'S;t~-C Thesub;~~t has a shared well with three ather properties. W~t;';:- : is $240 oer vear. 
'Itis""~known ilthe old vehicles on the property have created any I~ 
The home is in need of some re~air and u~dating. Some minor maintenance has taken "lace b~ the current occul2ant, however, there are larger 
issues vvhich have not been corrected. I recommend a I2lumbing and electrical insl2ection, This is due to the condition and working order of these 
areas of the home, Home is dated, Floor coverings are worn, Plumbing drains and electrical outlets have limited or non use, It is unknown if both 
firel2laces are functional. I also recommend dead trees be removed from Qro~erty to eliminate fire hazard, I also recommend old cars and debris be 
removed from QroQerty and any environmental conditions corrected, 
The subject is occuQied by a family member. Rental arrangement, if any, is unknown, therefore, the Income AQQroach was not attemQted. 
· 
· 
-
· 
· 
-
.-
,: ',' '.' ., ,"c.' , ' .. ,<.COST APPROACH TO VALUE (nolrequlred by Fannie Mae)' <- .... , .. >,' '. 
Provide adeguate information for the lender/client to reQlicate the below cost figures and calculations, 
SU2Qort for the oQinion of site value (summary of comQarable land sales or other methods for estimating Site value) Land value estimated from the market. 
I ESTIMATED 'l REPRODUCTION DR IX] ~>=PI Ar>=MENT COST NEW lOPINIDN OF SITE VALUE =$ 26,000 
! Source of cost data Marshall & Swift Cost Manual !DWELLiNG 1,098 SqFt@$ 78.52 =$ 86.215 
IQUaiiiV ratingfrorncost-serVice 2,5 Effective date of cost data 03/2008 1,098 Sq,Ft. @ $ 25,38 =$ 27,8_67 
I~ on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc,) : P~tin npri{,FP =$ 9,888 
See attached building sketch, Phvsical depreciation includes all I Garaqe/Carport 600 Sq,Ft. (a) $ 18.59 =$ 11154 
· imorovements. Total Estimate of Cost-New =$ 135,124 
Less Physical -I Functional I External 
DepreCiation 540001 I -$( 54,000) 
Depreciated Cost of Improvements -$ 81124 
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements =$ 2,500_ 
Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) 40 Years INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH -$ 109,624 
,',' , " INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (nol reguired b~ Fannie Mae)! 
• Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X Gross Rent MultiQlier -$ Indicated Value b~ Income A~Qroach 
Summary of Income AQQroach (including sUQQort for market rent and GRM) 
i.<·"i, .•.. '.. / .ii .. if i!PROJECTINFORMATION FOR PUDs (If a~plicable) •. 
Is the develo~er/builder in control of the Homeowners' Association (HOA)? DYes D No Unit !l'2e(s) D Detached D Attached 
Provide the following information for PUOs ONLY if the develoQer/builder is in control of the HOA and the sUbiect QroQert~ is an attached dwelling unit. 
Legal Name of Project 
• Total number of Qhases Total number of units 10tal number of units sold 
Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s) 
Was the [lroject created b~ the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD? DYes D No If Yes, date of conversion, 
~ Does the [lroject contain any multi-dwelling units? DYes [] No Data Source 
Are the Units, common elements, and recreation facilities comQlete? DYes o No If No, describe the status of comQletion, 
· 
IAreihe common elemeilts leased to or bv the . Association? r l Yes r lNOliyes.describe the rental terms and options 
I Describe common elements and recreational facilities, 
Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Page 3 of 6 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005 
Form 1004 - "WinTOTAL" appraisal sofiware by a la mode, inc, -1-80Q·ALAMODE 
CJ ~: ~> 
.... " "- J 
Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File# 04018 
This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit; 
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD), This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a 
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project 
This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value, 
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications, Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended 
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted, The appraiser may 
expand the scope of' work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal 
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted, However, additional certifications that do 
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser's 
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted, 
SCOPE OF WORK: The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the 
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of 
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications, The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual 
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the 
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources, 
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report, 
USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the 
of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction, 
INTENDED USER: The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client. 
DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open 
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming 
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consumm2tion of a sale as of a specified date and 
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both 
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a 
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U, S, dollars or in terms 
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold 
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale, 
* Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions, No adjustments are 
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are 
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing 
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional 
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical 
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market's 
reaction to the finanCing or concessions based on the appraiser's judgment. 
ENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification in this report is 
to the following assumptions and limiting conditions: 
1, The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title 
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal, The 
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title, 
2, The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements, 
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser's determination 
of its size, 
3, The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an 
identified Special Flood Hazard Area, Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or 
implied, regarding this determination, 
4, The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question, 
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law, 
5, The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse cond'itions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the 
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc,) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or 
she became aware of durinq the research involved in performina the aooraisaL Unlp.ss othp.rwisp. st"terl in this "nnr,,;s,,1 
~<I 
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APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that: 
1, I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in 
this appraisal report. 
2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition 
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the 
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property. 
3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in 
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared, 
4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales 
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach 
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop 
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report. 
ed, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for 
Jbject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject 
a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report. 
6, I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior 
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report. 
7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property. 
8. I have not used comparable sales that weh the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that 
has been built or will be built on the land. 
9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject 
property and the comparable sales. 
10, I verified, from a disinterested source, ail information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in 
the sale or financing of the subject property. 
11 I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area. 
12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing 
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located. 
13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report trom 
sources that I believe to be true and correct 
taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject 
, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I 
noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the 
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the 
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these 
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and 
rnarketability of the subject property. 
15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all 
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct 
16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which 
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report. 
17, I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or 
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or 
cornpletely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital 
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the 
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law 
18. My employment and/or compensation tor performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not 
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a 
nroriatprminpri c:na('ifif' H::lflta :l nrorlatorminarl minirnt!m \JOlIl\o ~ r';lnna nr rHror"tinn in \1';11110 ';I lI':lill0 th':l+ f';l\lr1rc- tho ("'-;lIte-a nf 
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the 
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other 
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department, 
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to 
obtain the appraiser's or supervisory appraiser's (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal 
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public 
relations, news, sales, or other media). 
22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain 
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subiect to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me. 
23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage 
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part 
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves anyone or more of these parties. 
24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are 
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this 
report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and 
if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature. 
intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or 
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States 
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws. 
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that 
I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser's 
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification. 
2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser's analysis, opinions, 
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser's certification. 
3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the 
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law. 
4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and 
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal 
report was prepared. 
5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record" containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are 
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this 
report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and 
if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature. 
APPRAISER 
Signatur~_L~____ __________ _ 
Name Curtis J. BO~m_T_~ __ n ________ _ 
Company Name J!9am_& AS§9Q<ltEl~. __ ~ _________ . 
Company Address5QO_3rcLStree.t,ldabo_£<lIls .. JRB3401 .~ __ _ 
Telephone Number _(8) 528-,9200____ _______ ____ _ 
Email Address curtisboa_rn@QajJl"Qr1.eneL _________ ._ 
Date of Signature and Report f\p_ri.L.Q?...1.o.o.~ ____________ -. 
Effective Date of Appraisal Q4/O'lL200e ________ ._. 
State Certification # _c;.C;J'..::.5J ___ 
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Subject Street 
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Borrower 
-{~~parable Photo Page 
Proper)y Address 4673 South 15th West 
City Idaho Falls County Bonneville 
Lender/Client State of Idaho Bonneville County Court 
W ilt: ''4V . Y .. UIOI rClYc -H"~ 
0 
State 10 Zip Code 83401 
Comparable 1 
2613 West 17th South 
Prox. to Subject 2.06 miles NW 
Sale Price 139,500 
Gross Living Area 1,479 
Total Rooms 4 
Total Bedrooms 2 
Total Bathrooms 
Location Suburban 
View Homes 
Stte .21 Acre 
Quality Brick 
Age 45 Years 
Comparable 2 
175 West 17th Street 
Prox. 10 Subject 2.30 miles NE 
Sale Price 132,700 
Gross Living Area 1,487 
Total Rooms 8 
Total Bedrooms 3 
Total Bathrooms 1.5 
location Urban 
View Homes 
Stte .25 Acre 
Quality Brick 
Age 47 Years 
Comparable 3 
255 South 45 West 
Prox.l0 Subject 4.07 miles NW 
Sale Price 118,900 
Gross Living Area 1,040 
Total Rooms 5 
Total Bedrooms 3 
Total Bathrooms 1 
l ocation Rural 
View Homes 
Stte 1 Acre 
Quality Vinyl Siding 
Age 34 Years 
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Comparable 4 
548 Lomax 
Prox. !o Subject 
Sale Price 
Gross Living Area 
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Location 
View 
Sne 
Quality 
Age 
3.53 miles NE 
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1,266 
4 
2 
Urban 
Hms,Cmrcl 
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Wood Siding 
54 Years 
Comparable 5 
1055 South Woodruff 
Prox. to Subject 3.91 miles NE 
Sale Price 134,000 
Gross Living Area 1,164 
Total Rooms 5 
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Total Bathrooms 2 
Location Urban 
View Homes 
Sne .23 Acre 
Quality Brick, Vinyl 
Age 50 Years 
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PRE-TRIAL ..... n~r'C'm , MINUTE ENTRY IORDER 
CASE 
~DIATION ORIENTATION PL/DF MEDIATION SESSIONS ________________________ _ 
DISCOVERY ________________________________________________________ ___ 
NEW DISCOVERY CUT-OFF _________ T.RIAL RESET TO ________ _ 
HOME STUDY/COUNSELOR~ ____________________________________________ ___ 
_________ PAY IN ADVANCE PLAINTIFF ____ _ DEFENDANT ______ _ 
GIJARDIAN/MASTER~,=== INTERVIEW WITHE~S ..  DF ______ ~~--------------___ STIP~ ~ ~
COMPLY IN WRITING BY FAX, MAIL or HAND DELIVERY BY ___________ _ 
IT IS SO ORDERED. JUDGE L. !lARK RIDOOCH ~~ 4/to;0rDATE 
Brian L. Boyle, Esq., ISB #6233 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
ilISTHICf 7ilJ 
BONNE '.,' L F, 
8 APR 10 P 4 :00 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -06-6496 
MEMORANDUM OF FACTS 
AND LAW 
COME NOW Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe, by and through 
counsel of record, and submit that the facts of this matter are as follows: 
1. Decedent Carol Bailey died April 11, 1998 at the age of 63 years. Decedent Francis 
A. Bailey died September 22,2006 at the age of 76 years. The decedents left the following children, 
heirs, and devisees: F. Kim Bailey, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle J. Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
2. On or about October 26,2006, F. Kim Bailey filed a Petition for InfOlmal Probate and 
Informal Appointment of Personal Representative pursuant to the last wills and testaments of the 
decedents. At the time of decedents' deaths, they had real property and personal property. 
According to the last wills and testaments, all children were to share equally in the estate. 
1- MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW 
ORIGJNAL 
_. 
3. Since Francis A. Bailey passed away on September 22, 2006, F. Kim Bailey, has 
resided in the Carol Bailey and Francis A. Bailey estate home and has used the estate real and 
personal property as his own possessions, including pasturing his personal horses on the estate 
property. 
4. Since September 22,2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has not taken any 
efforts to gather, prioritize, or evaluate the estate property, nor has he prepared the real property for 
sale or taken any efforts to finalize the estate and obtain a distribution of the assets for the heirs. 
5. Since September 22, 2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has failed to allow 
the heirs access to the property, nor has he provided any information to which they have a right so 
as to confirm that the property is being handled in an appropriate manner and in the estate's best 
interest. 
6. Since September 22, 2006, Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has failed to 
maintain the real property in a condition that would preserve its value. Specifically, the personal 
representative has allowed the yard, trees, and landscaping to die and has allowed the property to fall 
into a general state of disrepair. 
LA W OF THE CASE 
Idaho Code 15-3-611 govems the removal of personal representative for cause. 
Cause for removal exists when removal would be in the best interest of the estate, or if it is 
shown that the personal representative or the person seeking his appointment intentionally 
misrepresented material facts in the proceedings leading to his appointment, or that the 
personal representative has disregarded an order from the Court, has become incapable of 
discharging the duties of his office, or has mismanaged the estate, or failed to perform any 
duty pertaining to the office." 
Idaho Code 15-3-61l(b) 
2- MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW 
The Court of Appeals in Kolouch v. First Security Bank, 128 Idaho 196, 911 P.2d 779 (Ct. App. 
1996) upheld the magistrate's removal of personal representative because said personal 
representative "failed to act in the best interest of the estate, mismanaged the affairs of the estate, 
operated under a conflict of interest, failed to marshal estate assets, and breached her fiduciary duty 
to the estate." Kolouch at 192. In that case, the magistrate specifically held that the personal 
representati ve was guilty of financial mismanagement for various things, including conveying estate 
property to herself. 
In the case before this court, Kim Bailey, the personal representative, has effectively 
transferred property to himself without benefit to the estate, by retaining control of the assets, and 
living in the estate's home since September 2006 without fair compensation. This qualifies as a 
violation of the personal representative's fiduciary duties and should result in his removal. 
The personal representative's reliance upon the old case of Estate of Randall, 64 Idaho 629 
(1942) is misplaced. Even ifit were an accurate statement of current law (which petitioners believe 
it is not), the Court in Randall made it clear that as surviving children equally entitled to the estate, 
all parties were in effect joint tenants, and the personal representative could not refuse the other 
cotenants the same use and possession of the estate property as asserted by the personal 
representative. Id. at 636-37. The Randall court also clarified that the personal representative is 
entitled to possession of the estate residence so long as he is "duly and regularly administering [the 
estate for the heirs]." Id. at 637. Petitioners believe the evidence will show that the personal 
representative denied them access to and use of the residence, in violation of the law as set forth 
above. The evidence will also show that the personal representative was not "duly and regularly 
administering the estate for the heirs" but in fact did little or nothing at all in that regard. Therefore 
he was not entitled to rent-free possession of the estate residence. 
3- MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW 
Petitioners have alleged that the personal representati ve has violated the duties placed on him 
as the personal representative. "A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the 
standards of care applicable to trustees as described by § 15-7-302 of this Code." Idaho Code § 15-
3-703(a). A trustee's standard of care as outlined in Idaho Code § 15-7 -302, is that which would be 
observed by a prudent man dealing with the property of another. The trial evidence will show that 
the personal representative has taken little if any effort to preserve the real and personal property and 
has actually damaged the property with his actions. 
There is an allegation that the personal representative has failed to comply with Idaho Code 
§ 15-3-706 requirement that an inventory of the property along with values be filed within three 
months following the appointment. As of March 11,2008, the personal representative advised the 
petitioners that he could not make any disbursement of personal property until such time as he had 
a complete list of the assets and their corresponding values. This statement confirms that the 
personal representative has failed to comply with his duties, and has mismanaged the estate by not 
properly tracking the property and its values and preparing the estate for final distribution. 
The personal representative is required to settle and distribute the estate property in 
accordance with the terms of the will as expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with the best 
interests of the estate. Without dispute, the personal representative has had control of the estate 
property since September 2006 with no effort to distribute. During this same period of time, the 
personal representative has made no efforts to prepare the real property for sale, has not listed the 
real property for sale, has not completed an inventory of the personal property with its fair market 
value so as to facilitate the disposition of the estate assets, has allowed the estate assets to be 
diminished in value by allowing those assets to fall into disrepair. It will be clear at the trial in this 
matter that the personal representati ve has assumed the decedents' property as his own, has recei ved 
4- MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW 
a significant benefit from the use of this property without fair compensation to the estate, and has 
not made any attempt to fulfill his duties as the personal representative. For those reasons, personal 
representative should be removed, all assets still in the personal representative's possession should 
be turned over to a successor personal representative. The personal representative should be made 
to account for personal property he used and should be made to reimburse the estate for the fair 
rental use of the real property and other personal property the personal representative had the benefit 
of since September 2006. 
DATED this 1E- day of April, 2005. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C. 
By: 
5- MEMORANDUM OF FACTS AND LAW 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the {O day of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing MEMORt\NDUM OF FACTS AND LAW to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJW:es 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
[ ] Mail 
0(I Hand Delivery 
[-a:.:J Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
J:\data\BLB\6186\PLEADINGS OURS\038 Memo Facts & Law.wpd 
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f~..2:JPR- 17-0S 1-32: 33 PM CA· I 
DENMAN & REEVES 
AtTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 712 
2085222516 
BON N i .. ;, U T Y 
18 f1 :71 
Attorneys for 
By 
Our File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In The Matter of the Estates of } 
} 
} 
: CAROL BAILEY and } 
! FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, } 
} 
Deceased. } 
~---------------------
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That petitioners have failed tOi 
comply with the order entered herein on April 10, 2008, in that they ha1e 
not responded to the personal representative's request that the mattersl 
herein be submitted on briefs, without the need for trial. I 
~01'ICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
A PR-l 7-08 02: 33 PM CP" 
WHEREFORE Personal Representative requests that the tri ' 
setting herein be vacated, and the matter deemed submitted, upon the 
record. 
April 17, 2008 
/ .4 /:/ /", ,,' //'.,/ //:.,~ ~_ ~4--' 
/~~ALD R. REEVES,ESQ 
Personal Representative's Attorne 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upo 
the designated party, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS 
B)<IAN L. BOYLE, ESQ. 
FAX 522-1277 
April i l-J , 2008 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE-2 
JJJ3~ 
M. Bird 
P .. 03 
"" ..... '1 r" ~~ if, J 
Ap r 17 2008 5: 06PM HP '.ASERJET 3330 
BotH"it. 
Brian 1. Boyle, Esq., ISB #6233 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
'\ f' '''2 18 ;, fl,/-
Attorneys for Kerry 1. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -06-6496 
NOTICE OF OBJECTION 
Notice is hereby given that petitioners object to submitting the above matter to the Court on 
briefs, and that they have not and do not stipulate to the same, for the reasons explainedto the Court 
at the pre-trial conference on Apri110, 2008. Namely, that this case presents an entirely factual 
dispute. 
Furthennore, with no motion for dismissal or summary adjudication of this matter having 
been filed by the personal representative, and the motion cut-off date having long since passe~ there 
is no basis whatsoever for vacating the trial in this matter. Neither is there any basis for the personal 
representative's absurd request that this matter be deemed submitted upon the record, thereby 
denying petitioners access to the Court and a right to present witnesses and evidence in support of 
their claims. Petitioners have never waived this right, expressly or impliedly. 
1- NOTICE OF OBJECTION 
p. 1 
f) /' • 
"'"' (1;. J 
.. 
Apr 17 2008 5:06PM HP I_ASERJET 3330 p.2 
WHEREFORE Petitioners request that the personal representative's Notice of Non-
Compliance be stricken and that his request for vacation of the trial and that petitioners somehow 
be barred from presenting evidence to the fact-finder in this case, be summarily rejected. 
DA TED this +3- day of April, 2008. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES 
By: 
2- NOTICE OF OBJECTION 
Apr 17 2008 5:06PM HP l_ASERJET 3330 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on theL:2.!)ray of April, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing NOTICE OF OBJECTION to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the 
correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
BLB:es 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
[ ] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
Brian L. Boyle, Esg 
J :\data\BLB\6186\PLEADINGS OURS\039 Ntc Obj.wpd 
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p.3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES OF ) 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER SUSTAINING OBJECTION 
TO PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
CV -2006-6496 
The Court found no order or record or minutes entry of an order of 411 0/2008. 
The Court recalled that Mr. Reeves proposed resolving issues on briefs without a trial, 
and Petitioner's declining and affirming the need for a trial to resolve factual and legal 
issues. Absent a signed stipulation Petitioner's have a right to proceed to trial. Thus, 
Court sustains the Objection. Trial shall proceed on April 28, 2008 @ 9:30 a.m. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
April 24, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 4/24/2008, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to the following by mailing, with correct postage thereon, by 
facsimile transmission, by delivery to the attorney's courthouse box, or by causing the 
same to be hand delivered. 
Reginald Reeves o Courthouse Box o US Mail 
Cambridge Law Center 
Fax No. 522-2516 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Brian Boyle o Courthouse Box o US Mail Thomsen Stephens 
Fax No. 522-1277 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
o Courthouse Box o US Mail 
o FAX o Hand Delivery 
(' 
~ 
e ut Clerk p y 
25J 
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Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
Minutes Report 
User: LMESSICK 
Case: CV-2006-0006496 
In The Matter Of The Estate Of Carol Bailey, etal. Deceased 
Selected Items 
Trial 
L. Mark Riddoch 
Linda Newton 
Bailey, F. Kim; Reeves, Reginald 
Bailey, Kerry; Boyle, Brian 
Bailey, Kyle; Boyle, Brian 
Bailey, Tamra; Boyle, Brian 
Digital Session 042808AMRiddoch 
Minutes date: 
Start time: 
End time: 
Audio tape number: 
04/28/2008 
09:30AM 
09:30AM 
Judge opens and calls case. Reginal Reeves appears with Kim Bailey; Brian Boyle 
appears with Kerry, Kyle and Tamra Bailey. 
J addresses counsel and parties. 
Mr. Boyle addresses the Court. Asks that a break be taken when the court appointed 
appraiser arrives. 
Mr. Reeves addresses the Court request clarification as to what is to be tried. 
Mr. Boyle responds to Mr. Reeves' questions and comments. 
Mr. Reeves responds to Mr. Boyle's comments. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
J questions Mr. Boyle re: affidavit. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
J addresses Mr. Reeves and clarifies what will be tried this date. 
Mr. Boyle sets forth the affidavits filed by Petitioners. 
Mr. Reeves addresses the Court. 
J addresses counsel. States that notice was clearly given to Mr. Reeves and his client as 
to the issues to be heard. 
J reviews the first petition which was denied. 
J questions Mr. Boyle re: 2/23/2007 order denying petition. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
Mr. Reeves responds to Mr. Boyle's comments. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
Mr. Reeves responds. 
J addresses counsel. 
J denies Mr. Reeves' oral motion. 
04:32 PM 
t, r:-: . 
"';'.d._ 
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Printed: 8/12/2011 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
Minutes Report 
Case:CV-2006-0006496 
In The Matter Of The Estate Of Carol Bailey, etal. Deceased 
Selected Items 
Mr. Boyle makes opening statement. 
J excuses all witnesses from courtroom. 
Mr. Boyle calls Kim Bailey; sworn in. 
Dx of Kim Bailey. 
Mr. Reeves objects. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
Mr. Reeves responds. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
J reserves objection. 
Dx continues of Kim Bailey. 
J questions Mr. Bailey 
Mr. Bailey responds to J's questions. 
Dx continues. 
Mr. Reeves objects argumentative. 
J directs Mr. Boyle to restate questions. 
J overrules objection. 
Dx continues. 
Dx of Kim Bailey suspended. 
Mr. Boyle calls Curtis Boam, appraiser; sworn in. 
Dx of Curtis Boam. 
Petitioner's Exhibit 2 marked. 
Dx continues. 
Mr. Reeves will stipulate to Mr. Boam's qualifications. 
Dx continues. 
Mr. Reeves objects. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
J addresses counsel. Sustains objection. 
Dx continues. 
04:32 PM 
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Mr. Reeves questions in aid of objection. 
Mr. Reeves object. 
J addresses counsel. Sustains objection. 
Ox continues. 
Ox ends. 
X of Curtis Boam by Mr. Reeves. 
X ends. 
No ReDx. 
Witness excused. 
J admits Exhibit 2. 
J addresses the Court. 
Parties agree that sealed bids would be helpful to settling case. 
Mr. Reeves questions Court re: counter offers. 
J questions Mr. Boyle. 
Mr. Boyle responds. 
J questions counsel. 
Mr. Boyle questions Court. 
Mr. Reeves states that Kim Bailey has been pre-approved. 
Court takes recess - 10 min. 
Off record. 
On Record. 
Agreement reached that PR will purchase home for $129,000. 
J questions counsel. 
J directs closing to occur within 4 - 6 weeks. 
Mr. Boyle addresses the remaining issues. 
Makes recommendations. 
J questions Mr. Bailey. 
Mr. Bailey responds. 
J addresses counsel and parties. 
04:32 PM 
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Mr. Reeves addresses Court. 
PR is willing to sell the coin collection at the appraised value. 
Kyle Bailey agrees to purchase coin collection at the appraised value. 
Discussion held regarding WWII memorabilia. 
User: LMESSICK 
Kim Bailey does not object to any of his siblings taking the WWII memorabilia. 
Discussion held regarding distibuting personal items. 
Discussion held regarding silverware. 
J directs that any piece of personal property that the heirs received within 3 years will be 
subject to re-distribution. 
J suggests Kent Gauchay as a facilitator. 
J addresses parties. 
Directs parties to meet on Wednesday to distribute personal property. No spouses to be 
present. 
Mr. Reeves addresses the Court. 
Mr. Boyle responds to Mr. Reeves' questions. 
J directs parties to meet at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday at the home of the estate. 
Mr. Boyle addresses final issue. 
Counsel will submit briefs regarding if rent needs to be paid by the personal representative 
and will submit by affidavit with in 14 days. 
Mr. Boyle to prepare minute entry and order. 
End of Record. 
04:32 PM 
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THOMSEN STEPHENS LA OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 ! 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
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Attorneys for Kerry L. Bail y, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRI<J;T C RT OF TaE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAH ,IN A~ FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF !THE 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILE , 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -06-6496 
POST TRIAL BRIEF 
COME NOW K¢rry L. Bailey, Ky~e Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe, by and through 
counsel of record, and s1jJ.bmit at the fact~ of this matter are as follows: 
1. Decedent! Carol Bailey died April 11, 1998 at the age of 63 years. Decedent Francis 
o ' 
i . 
A. Bailey died Septembek 22, 2 06 at the age of76 years. The decedents left the following children, 
! l 
heirs~ and devisees: F. r4m B ley, Kerry t. Bailey, Kyle J. Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
• I 
2. On or abo~t Oct ber 26,2006, F. Kim Bailey filed a Petition for Informal Probate and 
Informal Appointment of Pers nal Repres~ntative pursuant to the last wills and testaments of the 
decedents. At the tim~ of d cedents' d~aths> they had real property and personal property. 
According to the last wil~s and testaments,and except for a few small items that were specifically 
devised, all children were to s e equally tn the estate. 
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3. From the, date 0 the decedent's death until the date of trial of April 28, 2008, F. Kim 
Bailey resided in the Carol Bfley and Fntncis A. Bailey estate home and used the estate real and 
personal property as his t1>wn p~ssessions. including pasturing his personal horses (up to thirteen (13) 
horses at various times) pn the state prop~~. )ms WaS supported by Kim Bailey's own testimony 
at trial. The record conuUns afj davit testimony by petitioner Kerry Bailey that the fair market rental 
of the home as furnished is $ ,000 per nionth. The record also contains affidavit testimony by 
, 
petitioner Kerry Bailey that th fair market rental of the pasture is $100 per horse per month. The 
total amount of rent ow:ed for the residen~e and pasture as of to day's date would be $19,700 for 
rental of the home and $~5 ,61 for rental of the pasture for a total amount reimbursable to the estate 
of $45,310. This would not i elude any a)mounts due for rents for the period beginning May 13, 
2008 and ending on the date of losing of~epurchase of the property by the personal representative. 
The calculation of thesJ arno ts is set fdrth on Attachment A to this Post Trial Brief, attached 
, 
hereto and incoIporated")here' by referende. 
4. From the date f the deced~nt's death until the date of tria! of April 28, 2008, Kim 
Bailey, as personal repnpsen ve, made np significant efforts to gather, prioritize. or evaluate the 
estate property, nor prePare th real property for sale or take any efforts to finalize the estate and 
obtain a distribution of it he as ets for the :heirs. This is supported by affidavit testimony in the 
Court's record. 
5. From the: date fthe deced¢ilt's death until the date oftrial of Apri128, 2008, Kim 
I 
Bailey, as personal reprc}senta ve, without reasonable cause, failed to allow the heirs access to the 
property, nor did he provide y information to which they have a right so as to confirm that the 
property is being handle~ in an propriate :tnanner and in the estate's best interest. This is supported 
by affidavit testimony in' the Curt's record. 
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22, 2006~ Kim Bailey, as personal representative, has failed to 
maintain the real proper):y in a condition iliat would preserve its value. Specifically, the personal 
representative has allow¢d the d, trees, a:rd landscaping to die and has allowed the property to fall 
into a general state of di$rep .. 
, 
7. At the ti~e of , it was agreed between the parties that the personal representative 
would purchase the estat!e real roperty for im amount equal to $129,000. It was also agreed that the 
property purchase would be cl sed within eight (8) weeks of trial, or specifically, by JlUle 30, 2008. 
d closing costs) was agreed to be distributed evenly between the 
heirs. 
8. At the tithe of 'al, it was also agreed that the parties would jointly meet during the 
, 
days following trial for the pose of di v~ding and distributing personal items of the estate to the 
heirs. It was also agreed! that t e only parti~s to be present at the meeting would be the siblings, ie., 
f 
the personal representative, erry L. BaUey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. No 
spouses or other parties Were to be present. However, while the meetings did take p lace, the personal 
1 I 
: j 
representative's spouse ~d c ildren remajned at the home and refused to vacate the premises as 
i i 
agreed to and ordered by the C urt. Whileithe presence of the personal representative's spouse did 
t 
I 
make the process more ~ength and difficuilt, the parties were able to divide the personal property. 
7. ent forpur¢hase of the home in place and the successful division of 
j 
the personal property h~Ving 0 curred, there are two remaining issues for the Court to decide: 
a. ~eth the persortal representative should be required to pay rent to the 
e$tate fc r the period ofms personal use of the estate residence between the 
e decedent's death on September 22, 2006 and the date of closing 
hase on or before June 30, 2008. 
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I 
Wheth~r the personal representative should be required to pay rent to the 
I 
estate fir the periO~ of his personal use of the estate pasture for his horses 
betwe4 the time ofllie decedent's death on September 22, 2006 and the date 
of c10sig of the purchase on or before June 30,2008. 
I LAW OF THE CASE 
Idaho Code § 15-3-70 governs the duties and behavior of a personal representative: 
§ 15-3-703. Qeneral duties -- Relation and liability to persons interested in estate 
S tanding to sue 
(a) A pe~onal epresentati-ve is a fiduciary who shall observe the standards of care 
applicabl~ to trustees as d¢scribed by section 15-7-302 of this code. A personal 
represent1ative . s under a ditty to settle and distribute the estate of the decedent in 
accordance wi the tenus of any probated and effective will and this code, and as 
expediti~'usly d efficiently as is consistent with the best interests of the estate. He 
shall use ithe au ority conf¢rred upon him by this code, the tenns of the will, ifany, 
and any qrder i proceedings to which he is party for the best interests of successors 
to the estate. ' 
Idaho code section 15- -302 states:as follows: 
Except a$ othe ise provid~d by the terms of the trust, the trustee shall observe the 
standarrul in de ling with the trust assets that would be observed by a prudent man I . 
dealing with th property o~ another, and if the trustee has special skills or is named 
trustee 04 the b sis of representations of special skills or expertise, he is under a duty 
to use thqse ski Is. 
In the case before thi court, Kim Bailey. the personal representative, has effectively 
transferred property to ~mseI without be~efit to the estate, by retaining control of the assets, and 
living in the estate's hoke sin e Septembh 2006 without fair compensation. This qualifies as a 
violation of the person~l repr entative'g 'fiduciary duties and should result in his removal. In 
addition, the personal repres ative is a.skjng the Court to accept the notion that a prudent person 
would allow someone tq stay i a home aqd use valuable pasture ground rent free for more than a 
year and a half without any co pensation. This position is simply ridiculous. No prudent person, 
4· POST TRIAL BRIEF 
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I 
if dealing with his own p)'Ope~, would all~w such a scenario to continue even short term, let alone 
for the better part of two years. The fact oHhe matter is that the personal representative is using his 
position as personal repr;esenta 've for his ?wn personal gain, in violation of his duties as set forth 
in Idaho Code § 15-3-702 and § 15-7-302. As set forth in Attachment A, the benefit conferred to 
the personal representative is' excess of$40,000. AB such. he should be required to reimburse the 
The personal reptesent tive's reliartce upon the old case of Estate of Randall, 64 Idaho 629 
(1942) is misplaced. Even if it ere an accUrate statement of current law (which petitioners believe 
I 
it is not), the Court in Randall ade it clear that as surviving children equally entitled to the estate, 
all parties were in effect joint enants, and the personal representative could not refuse the other 
cotenants the same use and possession of the estate property as asserted by the personal 
representative. ld. at 63'6-37. The Randa!l court also clarified that the personal representative is 
I : 
entitled to possession ofithe es ate residenqe so long as he is "duly and regularly administering [the 
. ! 
estate for the heirs J." Id. at 6 7. Petition~rs believe the evidence shows clearly that the personal 
representative denied thbm ac ess to and l,!tse of the residence, in violation of the law as set forth 
above. The evidence alIso sh ws that the personal representative was not "duly and regularly 
administering the estate for the heirs" but i~ fact did little or nothing at all in that regard. Therefore 
I 
he was not entitled to ft:lTIt-fre possessiorl of the estate residence. The personal representative's 
reliance on this case str~ches e holding pf the case to a logical and legal extreme. 
! 
Petitioners have illege that the personal representative has violated the duties placed on him 
as the personal representative "A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the 
standards ofeare applicable to stees as described by § 15-7-302 of this Code." Idaho Code § 15-
3-703(a). A trustee's st::fndard fcare as ol;ltlined in Idaho Code §15-7-302. is that which would be 
5· POST TRIAL BRIEF 
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observed by a prudent man de~g with the property of another. The record. shows that the personal 
representative has taken:little i any effort to preserve the real and personal property and has actually 
, 
damaged the property with his actions. 
The behavior by:the pe sonal representative is a perfect example of the type of self-dealing 
that Idaho Code § 15-3-703 d § 15-3':'703 serve to prevent. While there is no Idaho case 
specifically on point, other sm es have deah with this issue. For example, the Court of Appeals of 
Indiana held as follows: 
The pers9n~ re resentativel of an estate is regarded as a trustee appointed by law for 
the benefit of d the protection of creditors and distributees oftha1 estate. By acting 
in the cap acity f personal r~presentative and renting to himself the farmland he held 
in his lif~ esta at an amoubt less than one-third of the fair market rental value, we 
agree with the . al court 1:hht Ken engaged in self-dealing. 
See Estate ojScholz v. Kirk, 8 9 N.E.2d 731, 736 (2007). 
In a case involv~g no r nt or red.ucfd rent benefitting the personal representative, the Court 
, 
of Appeals of Texas found that uch behavipr was a violation of the personal representative's duties 
, 
of good faith and fair dealing d that it co,nstituted gross mismanagement of estate property. See 
In the Interest of Roy, 2()08 T . App. LEXIS 512 (2008). 
There are other' cases involving the improper use of estate property by the personal 
, 
representative and the require ent that the: personal representative not benefit from his position at 
the expense of the other heirs. ere can be no doubt that the use of estate property by the personal 
representative in this case co titutes the type of self-dealing and mismanagement prohibited by 
Idaho law. As such, the ,perso al representative should be required to reimburse the estate for the 
benefit he received since the d cedent's death. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based on the fotegoin , the petitiqners respectfully ask that the Court make the following 
findings of facts and law: 
1. That the personal repr sentative breached his fiduciary duty to the other heirs by residing in 
the estate resid~ce wi out payment affair market rent from the date of the decedent's death 
until the date ofithe c1 sing of the purchase of the property by the personal representative. 
, , 
2. That the personal repr sentative bneached his fiduciary duty to the other heirs by pasturing 
his horses on th¢ estat property without payment of fair market pasture rent fees from the 
date of the decedent's eath until the date of closing of the purchase of the property by the 
personal representativ . 
, 
3. That the personal repr sentative b~ ordered to reimburse the estate for back rent for his use 
of the residence and p sture in the ialUOunt of $45,310 as set forth in Attachment A. 
4. That the personal repre entative be brdered to pay the attorney fees of the petitioners incurred 
in the prosecutiqn of t is action. 
DATED this 12th day fMay,20018. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.c. 
By. ~~ f'M Br' ,Boyle, Esq. 
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CERTIF1jCATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I m a duly l~censed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Fall , Idaho; that on the 12 til day of May, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing OST TRIAL BRIEF to be served upon the following persons at 
the addresses below their nam s either by (jepositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon 0 by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth 
below. 
REGINALD R REEV S 
690 CAMBRIDGE D VE 
POBOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS;ID 8 403 
FAX: 522-2516 
[ ] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: ~(~~ 
I ~~e,ESq. 
MJW:es : 
J:\data\BLB\6186\PLEADINGS OU S\041 Post Trial Brief.wpd 
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Attachment A - Post Trial Brief 
Rent Calculation Schedule 
In the Matter of the Estates of Carol Bailey and Francis Andrew Bailey 
Residence Monthly Rental Amount 
Pasture Montly Rental Amount 
Number of Horses Using Pasture 
Assumed Number of Days for Proration per Month 
Month 
Sep,,()6{Partial Month 9/22 ".9/30) 
Oct-06 
Nov-06 
oec:D6 
Jan-O? 
Feb-07 
Mar-07 
Apr:--07 
May-07 
Jun-07 
JuS-O? 
Aug-a? 
Sep-Q7 
Oct-Q7 
NovM 07 
Dec-Q7 
Jan-Q8 
Fe b"() 8 
Mar-08 
Apr-08 
5/1/~()()§(Partia.1 Month. 5/1 - §/1~) 
$1,000.00 
$100.00 
13 
30 
Number of Days Rent Due 
9-
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30· 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
12 
Total Amounts Due 
Combined Amount Due 
Residence Rent Due 
·$300,0() 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$-1,000:00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$1,000.00 
$400.00 
$19,700.00 
Pasture Rent Due 
$3g0.0a· 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1~0'l-OQ. 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$1,300.00 
$520.00 
$25,610.00 
$45,310.00 
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} 
Deceased. } 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
AFFIDA VIT RE RENT 
KIM BAILEY, Personal Representative, affirms that no rent is 
required or due herein, but if the property in question should be rented, a 
reasonable amount therefor would be from $600 to $750, monthly - after the 
expenditure of $5,000 to $6,000 on repairs, as set forth in the realtor estimate 
and property management letters 
AFFIDAVIT HE RENT 
06 1 (......t 
attached hereto. ~~J,. ~~LEY ~~q 
Personal Representative 
Subscribed and affirmed before me this May 13, 2008, at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
/ .!// /~ /.~ -, ~L~/ 2J '/.,~ R~D R. REEVE ,ESQ. 
Notary Public 
Idaho Fails, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
/1 
~'-'"1. D R. £:~~ 
Pit sonal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon 
the designated party, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS 
BRIAN L. BOYLE, ESQ. 
FAX 522-1277 
May 13,2008 
AFFlDA VIT RE HENT-2 
u[l.O~J-
M. Bird 
Homestead Realty 
April 26, 2007 
Kim Bailey 
4673 S 15th W 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Dear Mr. Bailey: 
Chris Schmalz [B 
Sales Associate • ~, q 
208-390-8441 
chriS@realestate-idahofalls.com 
1301 E 171h Street, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 208-529-5600 
After looking at comparable homes that have sold in the last six months, I have determined what I believe to 
be fair market value for your home. 
In present condition I feel that your home will sell for between $103,000 and $109,000. 
This value is with no repairs to the property, but I would recommend removing all rubbish from the lot. 
With the repairs needed to the property, it will most likely appeal to investors or individuals looking for a 
"fixxer upper" type house. If you are looking to obtain a higher sales price I would at minimum address the 
following items: basement bathroom and shower, well function, septic problems, and the electrical issues. 
I would estimate that those repairs would cost about $5,000 - $6,000. 
With those items addressed, I believe we could obtain a sales price of between $112,000 and 118,000. 
In order to rent the property, I feel that you would need to make the above mentioned repairs, and that you 
should be able to rent the house for $700-$750 per month. 
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me. 
Best regards, 
Chris Schmalz 
We're marketing properties World Wide at: http://www.realestate-idahofalfs.com 
II-£Y .~ tl~'OfUI+L 
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Rentmaster Property Management 
1. 170 N. Holmes 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
208-523- 0039 Fax. 208-523-0079 
March 14,2008 
Kim and Bonnie Bailey 
kcquarterpaints@msn.com 
Dear Kim and Bonnie: 
Thank you for allowing me to inspect your dad's home for possible rental. At 
present, the house is a 2 bedroom, 1 bath. First, a few items need to be addressed: 
1- The house has not been updated which affects the rental value 
2- The electrical problem in the living room and the plumbing problems will have 
to be repaired before rental could be possible. 
3- The debris in and around the property, garage and acreage, including vehicles, 
would need to be taken to the dump or other storage. 
4- The pasture area is in very poor condition and needs to be replanted and 
watered. The dead trees also need to be removed. 
5- The house should be rented unfurnished. 
(", f"~ 'A 
~ ''"-' 
As the safety items above are taken care of, the house would rent for $600.00 to 
$700.00. It may be possible to obtain more rent, but only if the house were 
updated, the carpet replaced, the downstairs bathroom put in working condition 
and the property painted and cleaned thoroughly. 
If you need further information, please let us know. Thank you for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Michael D. Baird 
Rentmaster 
t"1AY-19-08 01 :47 PM CA" 
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III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE'S 
RESPONDING MEMORANDUM 
Personal Representative responds to the post-trial brief of 
petitioners, as follows: 
A. Personal Representative re affirms the assertions and 
authorities cited in his pre-trial memorandum. 
B. In their post-trial brief (as before), petitioners refer, i 
I j 
disparagingly, to what they characterize as "personal representative's relian¢e 
I 
I 
upon the old case of Estate of Randall." [Emphasis added]. Although stating1 
gratuitously. that Randall is not "an accurate statement of current law," I 
i 
PI~HS()NAL REPIU~~SENTATTVE'S RESPONDING MEMORANDUM 
P.0 
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2085222516 
I 
petitioners cite no instance in which such decision has been overruled, altere~, 
modified, or even challenged. The holding of the Idaho Supreme Court, in th~t 
! 
! 
"old case," therefore, remains the law in Idaho. I 
I 
C. The Texas case cited by petitioners (In the interest of R?Y. 
2008 TXCA-10 10-07-00028) is completely inapplicable to the instant issue. ROV! 
I 
involved an executor who leased estate property (to a company of which he ~as 
president) at a below-the-market price. Holding that that, in itself, was not I 
sufficient for removal of the executor, the court stated that the executor ShO~d 
I 
have made a disclosure to the other heirs, and therefore voided the lease. TJere 
was no occupancy of estate property by the executor, and it Is significant I 
I 
that petitioners herein failed to disclose this fact in their brief. f 
I 
D. Petitioners cited only two cases, neither of which relat~d 
, I 
to the issue at hand: the occupancy of an estate residence, by the personal ! 
representative, without paying rent therefor- - a right sanctioned by the Id~hO 
Supreme Court. i 
i 
E. Petitioners, challenging the personal representatives'~ 
! 
9ccupancy without paying rent, failed to carry their burden of proof to ShO, 
I 
that such conduct was wrongful, or that under Idaho law he was required td pay 
I 
such rent. i ! 
F. Petitioners did not, in any way, challenge the statute 1r 
cases cited in support of personal representative's position. I 
I 
! 
PERSONAL REPHESI·:NTATIVE'S RE:,lPONDlNG MI~MORANDUM-2 
P.02 
r-, J~ r\ 
~~) j 
MAY-19-08 01 :48 PM CA" 2085222516 
CONCLUSION 
I 
The personal representative is not obligated to and should not be 
required to , pay rent for his occupancy of the estate residence. 
Respectfully submitted, this May 19, 2008. 
S, ESQ. I 
ersonal Representative's Attorpey 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
i [IRCP 5(f)] I 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upo* 
the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: I 
ptTITIONERS 
B~IAN L. BOYLE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
May 19,2008 
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Hearing judge: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes clerk: 
Parties: 
Printed: 8/12/2011 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Bonneville County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2006-0006496 
In The Matter Of The Estate Of Carol Bailey, etal. Deceased 
Selected Items 
Motion 
L. Mark Riddoch 
Linda Newton 
Bailey, F. Kim; Reeves, Reginald 
Bailey, Kerry; Whyte, Michael 
Bailey, Kyle; Whyte, Michael 
Bailey, Tamra; Whyte, Michael 
digital session 052009PMRiddoch 
Minutes date: 
Start time: 
End time: 
Audio tape number: 
User: LMESSICK 
05/20/2009 
03:00 PM 
03:00 PM 
J calls case. Reginald Reeves appears with Kim Bailey; Michael Whyte appears with 
Kerry Bailey and on behalf of other heirs. 
Mr. Reeves addresses the Motion to Strike which he states was filed (there is no record 
that this motion was received by the Court.) 
Mr. Whyte responds to Mr. Reeves' comments. 
Mr. Reeves' responds to Mr. Whyte's comments. 
Mr. Whyte responds. 
J addresses counsel and parties. 
J denies motion to strike and denies motion for relief. 
Mr. Reeves to prepare minute entry. 
End of Record. 
04:32 PM 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER 
CASE NO. CV -2006-6496 
The Court held trial on April 28, 2008 with the personal representative appearing 
in person and with counsel, Reginald Reeves; petitioners appearing in person and with 
their counsel, Brian L. Boyle. The parties reached a partial stipulation and reserved 
issues for the Court's decision. 
As Mr. Boyle has apparently left the firm representing the Petitioners and did not 
prepare the Order from the hearing on April 28, 2008, Mr. Reeves submitted a proposed 
Interim Order. The Court appreciates his efforts under the circumstances; however, the 
proposed order needs clarification and therefore the Court enters this Order. 
First the Court corrects its Order of April 24, 2008. There was a hand written 
order entered on 411 0/2008 which noted as questions, "stipulation, submit on brief?, 
factual issues ?, legal issues ?, did PR discharge duties timely, properly?" The only order 
was "Mr. Boyle respond to Mr. Reeves' on his request to submit and resolve on briefs on 
April 16 at noon or sooner." Thus, this order did not constitute petitioner's stipulation, 
agreement or waiver of a trial. Mr. Reeves filed a Notice of Noncompliance at 9:21 a.m. 
on April 18,2008. However, at 8:22 a.m. on April 18,2008 Mr. Boyle on behalf of 
petitioners filed a Notice of Objection declining to stipulate to submitting the matter on 
1 
briefs for the reasons explained at the pretrial conference on April 10, 2008 and further 
requesting trial. Previously, Mr. Boyle on April 10, 2008 had filed his witness and 
exhibit lists and memorandum of facts and law in preparation for trial. As a matter of 
law, the Court cannot imply Mr. Boyle's stipulation and waiver of trial from this record. 
Thus, the Court affirms the remaining conclusions in its order of April 24, 2008 that the 
petitioner's had a right to proceed to trial. 
Further, the Court finds that its order of November 29,2007 did not bar 
petitioners from proceeding or require dismissal of their original or amended petition. 
Petitioners timely filed their amended petition on December 4, 2007 and a notice of 
hearing on a motion for temporary orders on December 5, 2007. 
Also, the Court's order of February 8, 2008 did not require dismissal of their 
original or amended petitions or bar the petitioners from proceeding to trial. The parties 
complied with the directive to submit nominations for an appraiser. The parties further 
complied with the directive for an inspection ofthe estate property. The parties also 
attempted mediation pursuant to the order which unfortunately was unsuccessful. The 
court reserved all other issues in the petitioner's motion for temporary orders. Therefore, 
this order did not hinder the petitioners from proceeding. 
On April 28, 2008 the parties stipulated to the following: 
Personal Representative was authorized to purchase the real property of the estate 
for $129,000; petitioners Kyle Bailey was allowed to purchase the coin collection for the 
appraised price of $5,681.15; the silverware at issue was awarded to the personal 
representative; all other memorabilia of the estate was awarded to the petitioners. The 
parties did not stipulate to and reserved the issue of whether the personal representative 
was required to pay rent for his occupancy of the real property of the estate. On that 
issue the court concurs with the statement of facts set forth in Mr. Boyle's Post-Trial 
Brief paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 1 and the first sentence of paragraph 3 on page 2 as 
follows: 
2 273 
1. Decedent Carol Bailey died April 11, 1998 at the age of 63 years. Decedent 
Francis A. Bailey died September 22, 2006 at the age of 76 years. The decedents left the 
following children, heirs and devisees: F. Kim Bailey, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle 1. Bailey 
and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
2. On or about October 26, 2006, F. Kim Bailey filed a Petition for Informal 
Probate and Informal Appointment of Personal Representative pursuant to the last wills 
and testaments ofthe decedents. At the time of decedents' deaths, they had real property 
and personal property. According to the last wills and testaments, and except for a few 
small items that were specifically devised, all children were to share equally in the estate. 
3. From the date of the decedents' deaths until the date of trial April 28, 2008, F. 
Kim Bailey resided in the Carol Bailey and Francis A. Bailey estate home and used the 
estate real and personal property as his own possessions, including pasturing his personal 
horses (up to thirteen (13) horses at various times) on the estate property. 
Kerry Bailey's affidavit declared that the fair market rental of the home as 
furnished was $1,000 per month and the pasture of $100 per horse per month claiming a 
total rental amount owed for the residence and pasture through May 12,2008 of$19,700 
for the rental of the home and $25,610 for rental of the home for a total amount 
reimbursable to the estate of$45,310, plus rent from May 13,2008 to the date of closing 
by the personal representative. These amounts were set forth in Attachment A to 
petitioner's Post-Trial Brief. Kim Bailey disputed the petitioner's alleged rental figures 
and the duty to pay the same. He contended that if he were required to pay rent it should 
be substantially less. 
Petitioners contended that since September 22, 2006, that Kim Bailey as personal 
representative failed to maintain the real property in a condition that would preserve its 
value. Specifically they alleged that Mr. Bailey had allowed the yards, trees and 
landscaping to die and allowed the property to fall into a general state of disrepair. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Petitioner's correctly cited I.C. § 15-3-703 as setting forth the duties of a personal 
representative. 
3 "I'~' • ~ ," '-,,~ 
§ 15-3-703. General duties - Relation and liability to persons interested in estate 
Standing to sue 
(a) A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the 
standards of care applicable to trustees as described by section 15-7-302 of 
this code. A personal representative is under a duty to settle and distribute 
the estate of the decedent in accordance with the terms of any probated 
and effective will and this code, and as expeditiously and efficiently as is 
consistent with the best interests of the estate. He shall use the authority 
conferred upon him by this code, the terms of the will, if any, and any 
order in proceedings to which he is party for the best interests of 
successors to the estate. 
Idaho code section 15-7-302 states as follows: 
Except as otherwise provided by the terms of the trust, the trustee shall 
observe the standards in dealing with the trust assets that would be 
observed by a prudent man dealing with the property of another, and if the 
trustee has special skills or is named trustee on the basis of representations 
of special skills or expertise, he is under duty to use those skills. 
Petitioners contended that personal representative violated his fiduciary 
responsibility duties by living in the estate home and use of the pasture ground rent free 
and thus without fair compensation to the estate. 
A prudent personal representative may have a reasonable time to reside in the 
house and even use the pasture on a limited basis while conducting an inventory, 
appraising the property as needed and preparing estate property for sale, rent or other use 
to maximize return to the estate for the benefit of all of the heirs. The personal 
representative cited the case of Estate of Randall, 64 Idaho 629 (1942) in support of his 
position that the personal representative is entitled to have some use of the premises as he 
completes his duties. However, Randall does not provide support for the personal 
representative's unreasonable, extended personal use of estate property. The Court in 
Randall stated that where the heirs are surviving children who are equally entitled to the 
estate, all parties became in effect joint tenants and the personal representative did not 
4 
have authority to exclude the other co-tenants with equal use and possession of the estate 
property. Id at 636-37. The Court in Randall also stated that the personal representative 
wa') entitled to possession of the estate residence as long as he is "duly and regularly 
administering {the estate for the heirs}." Id at 637. Despite the personal representative's 
denial of unauthorized personal use for 22 months, petitioners' evidence in support of 
their claims was persuasive. However, the stipulation providing for the personal 
representative's purchase ofthe estate at a given price constituted petitioners' waiver of 
that claim. Yet that stipulation reserved petitioners' claim for rent. A prudent man acting 
as a personal representative should have completed his duties in a more timely fashion. 
Petitioners' raised these issues as early as the hearing on March 8, 2007. The personal 
representative's failure to timely and properly complete his fiduciary duties in regards to 
estate property while at the same time receiving personal financial benefit (living in the 
residence without rent and pasturing his horses) becomes the type of self-dealing 
precluded by I.C. §15-3-703. See also the reasoning and conclusion of the Indiana Court 
of Appeals in Estate o/Scholz v. Kirk, 859 NE 2d 731, 736 (2007), and also In the 
Interest 0/ Roy, 2008 Tex. App. Lexus 512 (2008). 
Based on this record and the foregoing findings and conclusions, the Court 
concludes that the personal representative should have completed his duties in this estate 
within 12 months, and after August 31,2007, exceeded any right as personal 
representative to remain on the property, residing in the residence and pasturing his 
horses without paying rent and pasture fees. Thus, from September 1, 2007 to present the 
personal representative owes and must reimburse the estate as follows: $700 rent per 
month for the residence and $200 pasture fee per month totaling $9,900 which he can pay 
5 
either as part of an additional fee for the sale of the residence and real property or as 
otherwise agreed in writing by the parties. 
Regarding attorney's fees, after consideration ofLC. §12-121 and LR.C.P. Rule 
54( e), the Court finds that each party prevailed in part and neither presented a frivolous 
argument or defense. Thus each party shall pay his or her own attorney's fees. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED July 2, 2008. 
6 o :;~ 
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PO Box 1841 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Brian L. Boyle 0Courthouse Box o US Mail 
Thomsen Stephens 
o FAX o Hand Delivery 
o Courthouse Box 0US Mail 
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Deputy Clerk 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL 
[§17-2017 I.C., IRCP 83(a)(4), 
83(e) & (f) & IAR neb)] 
FEE CATEGORY: Rl(c) 
FEE: $53 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That personal representative hereby 
appeals, as follows: 
1. From the Magistrate Division of the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for Bonneville County. 
2. To such district court. 
3. From the Order entered herein on July 2, 2008. 
4. The appeal is taken upon matters of law and fact. 
5. The testimony and proceedings of the original hearing 
were recorded electronically, and the tape thereof is in the possession of the 
Deputy Clerk of the Magistrate Court. 
6. The issues intended to be asserted in this appeal are: 
a. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT PETITIONERS 
WERE NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLY 
WITH THE ORDERS 
OF APRIL 24, 2008? 
b. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT THE ORDER 
OF NOVEMBER 29, 2007, DID NOT 
BAR PETITIONERS FROM PROCEEDING 
OR REQUIRE DISMISSAL OF THEIR 
PETITIONS? 
c. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT THE ORDER 
OF FEBRUARY 8, 2008, DID NOT 
REQUIRE A DISMISSAL OF THE 
PETITIONS? 
d. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
ADOPTING '13 OF THE POST-TRIAL 
BRIEF OF PETITIONERS? 
e. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
FAILING TO FIND THAT PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE RESIDED IN THE 
REAL PROPERTY OF DECEDENTS, 
TO TAKE CARE OF HIS FATHER, 
FROM PRIOR TO HIS DEATH, UNTIL 
SUCH DEATH? 
f. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
FAILING TO FIND THAT THE 
DELAY IN CLOSING THE ESTATE 
WAS DUE TO THE FAULT OF 
PETITIONERS? 
28J 
July 17, 200B 
g. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT OCCUPANCY 
OF THE PROPERTY BY THE 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE WAS 
UNREASONABLE? 
h. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
FAILING TO DETERMINE THAT 
THERE WAS NO PASTURE? 
i. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
IN CONCLUDING THAT THE PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE SHOULD HAVE 
CONCLUDED HIS DUTIES HEREIN 
WITHIN 12 MONTHS, WHEN SUCH 
CONCLUSION WAS DELAYED BY 
REPEATED PROCEEDINGS INITIATED 
OR NECESSITATED BY ACTIONS OF 
PETITIONERS? 
j. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
CONCLUDING THAT PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE IS INDEBTED 
TO THE ESTATE FOR RENT AND 
PASTURE FEES? 
-~ ~")'I..,'~""'( 
ALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Personal Representative's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing 
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PETITIONER 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522-1277 
July ,2008 M. BIRD 
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Hon. L. MARK RIDDOCH 
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Attorneys for 
By 
Our File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
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} 
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Civil No. CV-06-6496 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE 
RE STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That the statement of Issues herein 
was included in the Notice of Appeal. 
August 5, 200R 
Ct::RTIFICATE OF SERVlCE 
(IRCP 5(F) REGl D R. REE~ ; 
P.01 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day 
I served the foregoing upon the 
designated Darty by Faxing a 
~.......•.... // ... P sonal Representative's Attorl1ey 
Cambridge Law Center ! 
copy to or to'ti.e..t r attorneys 
'lS !="ollow!" 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522-1277 
August'5 ,2008 
NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE HE STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
AUG-13-08 11 :12 AM .C" 
I 
: DENMAN & REEVES 
A,TTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
I ! CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 712 
2085222516 
Attorneys for 
B' 
ohr File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
hl the Matter of the Estates of 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
Deceased. } 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
RESPONSE TO 
PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE Responds to the petition for I 
, 1 
i i d~stribUtion, by objecting thereto, as the court is without jurisdiction to hearl 
! l 
such motion, pursuant to IAR 13 (b), and by admitting, denying, or alleging a~ 
i I 
i I 
fQl1ows: 
1. Admitted. 
2. Denied, except as to the closing of the sale, which is 
i 
C\dmitted; and no Exhibit A was served with the petition herein. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 3. The persona~ representative cannot make any distributrn 
herein, as there can be no distribution until the assets and liabilities of the 1 I 
~ESPONSE TO PETITION FOR DlSTHIBUTION 
P.01 
-r 
AUG-13-08 11:12 AM .e n 212185222516 
I , 
I i 1 
$state have been determined, and a final accounting submitted and approveb 
I 1/ 
: I 
Which cannot be done until after a determination on the appeal herein. ! 
i I 
4. Objected to , as immaterial. A ruling on the appeal is i 
rlecessary in order that the exten~ of the assets and liabilities might be 
I 
I 
I 
i 
~etermined. \ 
I 
5. Denied. 
I 
6. Objected to, as merely precatory, but to the extent that t~e 
\ 
I s~me might be deemed to be a proper allegation, the same is denied. I , 
7. Denied. 
! 
i 
I 
! 
WHEREFORE Personal Representative requests that such motio~ 
: 
b~ dismissed or denied. 
; 
I 
August 13, 2008 , 
! 
I 
/e<'~:! ./ k~ I 
REGzrALD R. REEVES, ESQ. I 
Personal Representative's Attornry 
Cambridge Law Center I 
Idaho Falls, Idaho : 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE i 
I [IRCP 5(0] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon the 
, 
ddsignated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
i 
I 
P4TITIONERS 
MtCHAELJ. WHYTE 
FAx 522.1277 
August IS ,2008~. ,~~ 
, 
RES~ONSE TO PETITION ron DlSTIHBUTION-2 
P.12I2 
Brian L. Boyle, Esq., ISB #6233 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
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Attorneys for KelTY L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
AMENDED PETITION 
FOR DISTRIBUTION 
(I.e. 15-3-1001) 
COME NOW petitioners, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe, by and 
through their attorney of record, Michael J. Whyte, and move this court pursuant to Idaho Code § 15-
3-1001 for the distribution of the sale proceeds following personal representative's purchase of the 
real property previously held by the estate. This motion is based on the following: 
1. At the trial in this matter, the personal representative stipulated that he would 
purchase the real property from the estate at the agreed upon value of $129,000.00. 
2. Upon information and belief provided by personal representative's attorney, the 
personal representative has closed the financing for the purchase of this residence and is able to make 
1 - AMENDED PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION 
final distribution of those proceeds. Attached and incorporated as Exhibit A to this petition is a letter 
dated July 16, 2008 from personal representative's attorney advising that the sale has been closed 
and distribution is available. 
3. The personal representative is refusing to make this distribution because of the 
pending appeal. 
4. The issues pending on appeal do not address or concern the personal representati ve' s 
stipulation to purchase the real property or any issues associated with the sale of said real property. 
5. The personal representative is withholding the distribution of these sale proceeds as 
a tool to force the remaining heirs to waive their claim pursuant to the court's order that personal 
representative owes rental fees for his personal use of the estate assets. 
6. Heirs request the court's order forcing the personal representative to distribute the sale 
proceeds to all heirs pursuant to the agreement of the parties reached at the time of the last hearing. 
7. The Court previously ordered that the vehicles are to be awarded to the children other 
than the personal representative. 
8. The personal representative still holds the titles to all vehicles. 
9. Without these titles, the heirs are not able to register and use these vehicles. 
10. Heirs request the Court's order requiring personal representati ve to si gn over the titles 
to the vehicles to the other heirs. 
11. The personal representative is in control of hand and power tools that need to be 
equally divided among the heirs. 
12. The Heirs request the Court's order requiring the personal representati ve and the heirs 
to meet and divide the hand and power tools still in the personal representative's control. 
2 - AMENDED PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION 
13. The distribution of these assets will not affect the remaining issues in the estate, nor 
will it affect the issues personal representative has claimed on appeal. Distribution of these assets 
can be made without waiving or prejudicing personal representative with respect to those claims. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 13 th day of August, 2008. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C. 
By: 
3 - AMENDED PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 13th day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing AMENDED PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJW:clm 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\043 Pel for Distribution 
[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
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Case No. CV-06-6496 
PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION 
(I.C. 15-3-1001) 
COME NOW petitioners, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe, by and 
through their attorney of record, Michael J. Whyte, and move this court pursuant to Idaho Code § 15-
3-1001 for the distribution of the sale proceeds following personal representative's purchase of the 
real property previously held by the estate. This motion is based on the following: 
1. At the trial in this matter, the personal representative stipulated that he would 
purchase the real property from the estate at the agreed upon value of$129,000.00. 
2. Upon infonnation and belief provided by personal representative's attorney, the 
personal representative has closed the financing for the purchase ofthis residence and is able to make 
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final distribution ofthose proceeds. Attached and incorporated as Exhibit A to this petition is a letter 
dated July 16,2008 from personal representative's attorney advising that the sale has been closed 
and distribution is available. 
3. The personal representative is refusing to make this distribution because of the 
pending appeal. 
4. The issues pending on appeal do not address or concern the personal representative's 
stipulation to purchase the real property or any issues associated with the sale of said real property. 
5. The personal representative is withholding the distribution ofthese sale proceeds as 
a tool to force the remaining heirs to waive their claim pursuant to the court's order that personal 
representative owes rental fees for his personal use of the estate assets. 
6. Heirs request the court's order forcing the personal representative to distribute the sale 
proceeds to all heirs pursuant to the agreement of the parties reached at the time of the last hearing. 
7. The distribution ofthese assets will not affect the remaining issues in the estate, nor 
will it affect the issues personal representative has claimed on appeal. Distribution of these assets 
can be made without waiving or prejudicing personal representative with respect to those claims. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this.1L day of August, 2008. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C. 
By: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the LL- day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTION to be served upon the following persons 
at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:c1m 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\043 Pet for Distribution 
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[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LA W OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
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i DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 712 
, , 
b 
Attorneys for 
B,y 
dur File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
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III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
P.01 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
} MOTION TO STRIKE ; 
} AMENDED PETITION FOR DISTRIBUTioN 
} [ IRCP 12 (h) & 15 (a) ] 
} 
Deceased. } 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE Hereby moves the court for an o~der 
, 
i 
Sitriking the amended petition for distribution, filed herein, upon the ground that 
~ i 
I 
dUCh amended petition was filed in violation of IRCP 15 (a), a response to the or~ginal 
I 
j 
petition having already been filed, and to strike the exhibit attached to such petition 
, ' 
, ! 
Jnd amended petition, as the same constitutes an offer of settlement, and therefore is 
$.ot admissible. 
, 
MOTION TO STRIKE AMENDED PETITION Fon DISTRIBUTION 
AUG-20-12.18 12.13: 112.1 PM • C" 212.185222516 P.02 
THIS MOTION Is based upon the file herein, and will be submitted 
; 
without the need for oral argument thereon, unless desired by the court. 
A-ugust 20, 2008 ~ 4/ . . -, V / ~f£/~T E~ R. REEVES, ESQ; 
Personal Representataive Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center . 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(1)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served the foregoing upon the 
d~signated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
\ 
pbTITIONERS 
l'vtichael J. Whyte, Esq. 
I 
Fj:lx 522.1277 
i ~Ugust J() ,2008 
i 
ul,B,rL 
M. BIRD 
MbTlON TO STRIKE AMENDED Pl<~'I'I'I'ION FOR DISTRIBUTION-2 
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with his client. 
Mr. Reeves addresses the Motion to Strike the Petition to Distribute the Estate. 
Mr. Whyte responds to Mr. Reeves' comments. 
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J addresses counsel. 
J grants Mr. Reeves' motion to deny the Amended Petition. 
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J will require the partial stipulation be transcribed. Moving party must show that J retains 
jurisdiction. 
J defers hearing at this time the Petition to Distribute. J grants leave to Mr. Whyte to file 
an Amended Petition. Offer of Compromise included in Mr. Whyte's Petition is stricken. 
J will consider attorney's fees if it is shown that the filing of Notice to Creditors is meant to 
delay. 
Mr. Whyte to prepare minute entry and order. 
End of Record. 
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APPELLANT'S BRIEF 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
i. Nature of the Case. 
This is an appeal from an order entered herein on July 2,2008. 
it Course of Proceedings. 
(a) On October 26,2006, appellant filed a petition for informal 
probate and informal appointment as personal representative. 
(b) Although appellant was named in his father's will as 
personal representative, his siblings, respondents, challenged his appointment, 
delaying the proceedings until December, 2006. After so delaying the 
proceedings, respondents did not even appear (in person or by counsel) at the 
hearing on such petition for appointment. 
(c) Respondents retained new counsel, who filed repeated 
motions, resulting in hearings on January 27, 2007, June 5, 2007, June 18,2007, 
August 15, 2007, and November 20,2007. 
(d) By order of November 29, 2007, respondents were directed to 
file a detailed petition "setting forth all matters to be heard by the Court," such 
petition to be filed not later than December 4,2007. It was not filed. 
(e) The parties agreed that the personal representative might 
purchase the real property, at its appraised value. 
(f) Respondents disagreed with the appraisal, and refused to 
allow such sale. 
(g) On February 8, 2008, the court ordered are-appraisal. 
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(h) On April 10, 2008, respondent's not having complied with the 
order of November 29,2007, the court allowed respondent's until April 16, 2008, 
to respond to appellant's assertion that the parties had agreed that the matter be 
submitted on briefs. Respondents failed to respond. 
(i) By order of April 24, 2008, the trial court asserted that it could 
find no such order of April 10, 2008. On April 24, 2008, appellant provided to the 
court a copy of the signed order of April 10, 2008. 
(j) Notwithstanding such orders, the court directed that the 
matter proceed to trial. 
(k) Following a trial, on April 28, 2008, the court - - on July 2, 
2008 - entered an order requiring appellant to pay rent, for his occupancy of 
the premises during the pending of the probate proceedings. 
(1) Appellant filed his notice of appeal, on July 22,2008. 
iii. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
(a) On April 11, 1998, decedent, Carol Bailey died, at the age of 
63 years. 
(b) On June 2, 2006, at the request of his father, Francis A. Bailey, 
appellant moved into the family home, to care for his father and the property. 
(c) Decedent, Francis A. Bailey, died on September 22,2006. 
(d) Appellant filed a petition for probate. 
(e) Notwithstanding the fact that the father's will named 
appellant as personal representative, respondents objected to his appointment, 
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thus delaying the proceeding for months. 
(0 Appellant continued to reside in the family residence, to care 
for the property. 
(g) The court allowed time for respondents to provide an affidavit 
listing issues in the matter, causing a further delay in the proceedings. They 
provided no such affidavit. 
(h) Despite being required to do so, respondents refused to turn 
over to the personal representative certain personal property of the estate. 
(i) During visitations and inspections of the estate property, 
responders destroyed appellant's personal property, damaged estate property, and 
verbally abused and harassed appellant and his family. 
(j) Appellant and respondents agreed to the sale of the residence, 
to appellant, at the appraised value. An appraisal was obtained, but respondents 
objected to the sale. 
(k) Respondents obtained a second appraisal, which was lower in 
price than the first appraisal. In another attempt to delay closure, respondents 
failed to inform appellant, until February, 2008, of such second, lower, appraisal, 
and again refused to agree to the sale of home to appellant. 
(1) Despite their having caused the delays in concluding the 
probate, respondents demanded that appellant pay rent for his occupancy of the 
premises. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
I 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT RESPONDENTS 
WERE NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLY 
WITH THE ORDER OF APRIL 24, 2008? 
II 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT THE ORDER OF 
NOVEMBER 29,2007, DID NOT BAR 
RESPONDENTS FROM PROCEEDING 
OR REQUIRE DISMISSAL OF THEIR PETITIONS? 
III 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT THE ORDER OF 
FEBRUARY 8, 2008, DID NOT REQUIRE A 
DISMISSAL OF THE PETITIONS? 
IV 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN ADOPTING 
,[3 OF THE POST-TRIAL BRIEF OF RESPONDENTS? 
V 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING 
TO FIND THAT APPELLANT RESIDED IN THE 
REAL PROPERTY OF DECEDENTS, TO TAKE 
CARE OF HIS FATHER, AND THE PROPERTY, 
FROM PRIOR TO HIS DEATH, UNTIL SUCH DEATH? 
VI 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING 
TO FIND THAT DELAY IN CLOSING THE ESTATE 
WAS DUE TO THE FAULT OF RESPONDENTS? 
-4-
VII 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING 
THAT OCCUPANCY OF THE PROPERTY BY 
APPELLANT, THE PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE, 
WAS UNREASONABLE? 
VIII 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING 
TO DETERMINE THAT THERE WAS NO PASTURE? 
IX 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING 
THAT APPELLANT SHOULD HAVE CONCLUDED 
HIS DUTIES HEREIN WITHIN 12 MONTHS, WHEN 
SUCH CONCLUSION WAS DELAYED BY REPEATED 
PROCEEDING INITIATED OR NECESSITATED 
BY ACTIONS OF RESPONDENTS? 
X 
WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING 
THAT APPELLANT IS INDEBTED TO THE ESTATE 
FOR RENT AND PASTURE FEES? 
ARGUMENT 
I 
At the hearing on April 8, 2008, the court was informed that the 
parties had agreed to submit the matter on briefs. Upon respondents' objection 
thereto, the court allowed respondents six days to respond to such 
representation. There was no such response, and, by order of April 24, 2008, the 
court denied having entered such order of April 10, 2008. 
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II 
The court refused to strike the affidavit of one of the respondents, 
even though it was not properly verified, pursuant to the applicable statute. 
III 
By order of November 29,2007, the court allowed respondents 
additional time in which to inform the court of issues to be tried. There was no 
compliance. 
IV 
Respondents agreed that appellant could purchase the real property of 
the estate at its appraised value. Not being satisfied with appraisal, respondents 
objected to such sale. Following still another hearing, the court, on February 8, 
2008, ordered a new appraisal. In the meantime, respondents had procured an 
appraisal- - which set a lower figure than that of the appraisal obtained by 
appellant. 
V 
The appellant objects to the court's adoption, in its order of July 2, 
2008, of~3 of the Post-Trial Brief filed by respondents. The paragraph in question 
reads as follows: 
From the date of the decedents' death until the 
date of the trial April 28, 2008, F. Kim Bailey 
resided in the Carol Bailey and Francis A Bailey 
estate home and used the estate real and personal 
property as his own possessions, including pasturing 
his horses (up to thirteen (13) horses at various times) 
on the estate property. 
The phrase: "From the date of decedents' death until the date of trial 
... " fails to recognize that appellant moved into his father's home, at his father's 
request, prior to his father's death. Appellant testified that he moved some of his 
things into his father's home in May of 2006, at his father's request. Tr Vol.I, p.83, 
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L. 8-1L Further, appellant stated, "He [Francis A. Bailey] had asked my wife, 
Bonnie, and I [sic] to move in to take care of the place prior to him even coming 
home after suffering his strokes. He was worried about vandalism, destruction of 
property, theft of property, so I did move in at his request." Id. at L. 11-15. 
Appellant and his wife actually moved into the home on June 2, 2006. Id. at L 18. 
In addition, the phrase, "including pasturing his horses (up to thirteen (13) horses 
at various times) on the estate property" is also deceptive. First, respondents have 
never established how many horses have been kept at the Bailey home. Under 
questioning, appellant testified that he had twelve horses at the time of his father's 
death. Tr Vol. 1, p.96., L. 9. Appellant stated he kept his horses in a pasture in 
Shelly, Idaho, from May, until the end of October. Id. at L. 11-13. Before his 
testimony about the horses was interrupted, appellant did not testify that his 
father's home has a pasture. He did not state if he kept horses at his father's home. 
He did not indicate the number of horses he kept at his father's home nor the time 
he kept horses at his father's home. In fact, there was no pasture there. 
Due to the deceptive language and inaccurate portrayal of facts, the 
court erred in adopting such paragraph. 
VI 
Since respondents' actions have caused the delay in completing 
distribution of the estate, the court mistakenly blamed appellant for the delay in 
closing the estate. First, respondents, not appellant, initiated court action in an 
attempt to prevent his appointment, or to remove appellant as the personal 
representative. 
Second, respondents, and (according to respondents) the U.S. military, 
are also responsible for the holdup in obtaining the affidavits of Kyle Bailey. 
While respondent, Kyle Bailey did serve his country in Iraq, he communicated 
with his siblings and had ample opportunity during his free time, both in Iraq and 
the United States, to file his affidavit in a timely manner. Tr Vol. I., p. 43, L. 14-25. 
Appellant should not be held responsible for the delay in Kyle Bailey's filing of his 
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affidavit. 
Third, respondents caused the impediment of obtaining a reasonable 
appraisal of the Bailey home. In Mayor June of2007, appellant obtained an 
appraisal from Avery Finance, the financial institution which had 
prequalified appellant's loan request. Tr Vol. I., p. 91, L. 19-22. Appellant offered 
to buy the property and end this dispute. Id. at L. 22-23. Respondents did not 
approve of the appraisal and obtained a second appraisal, which was actually less 
than the first appraisal. Id. at 23-25. Furthermore, respondents withheld 
information of the lower appraisal from appellant until February, 2008, causing 
more delay. Tr Vol. I., p. 92, L. 1-3. 
VII 
The court erred in determining that appellant occupancy of the real 
property was unreasonable. Idaho law clearly establishes that a personal 
representative has a right (and duty) to take possession of the decedent's property. 
Except as otherwise provided by a decedent's 
will, every personal representative has a right 
to, and shall take possession or control of the 
decedent's property, except that any real property 
or tangible personal property may be left with or 
surrendered to the person presumptively entitled 
thereto unless or until, in the judgment of the 
personal representative, possession of the property 
by him will be necessary for purposes of 
administration ... The personal representative 
shall pay taxes on, and take all steps reasonably 
necessary for the management, protection and 
preservation of, the estate in his possession. 
I.C. § 15-3-709. 
In 1972, the Idaho Supreme Court further clarified this statue: " .. .It is 
clear that an Idaho [personal representative] is entitled to possession of the 
property of the estate in Idaho until the estate is settled or until the property is 
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delivered or otherwise disposed of pursuant to an order of the court." Peterson 
v. Neal, 94 Idaho 816, 819 (Idaho 1972). While this ruling may be old, Peterson 
remains the law of the State of Idaho. Under Peterson, therefore, appellant, as 
Personal Representative, is entitled to possession of the estate until the estate is 
settled, delivered, or disposed of by court order. 
In its Order of July 2, 2008, the court decided that appellant had 
unreasonably used the property for 22 months, in violation of the law. The court 
failed to find that the appellant damaged or destroyed any portion of the estate. 
It reasoned that a prudent personal representative "should have completed his 
duties in a more timely fashion." Order p.3 (July 2,2008). However, as 
previously argued, appellant, as personal representative, is not liable for the 
delays caused by respondents. In addition, the uncontradicted testimony of 
appellant establishes an ongoing need for supervision and management of the 
property. Appellant testified that the initial reason he moved into the Bailey 
home prior to his father's death was that his father "was worried about 
vandalism, destruction of property, theft of property." Tr Vol. I, p.83, L. 13-15. 
Because these threats continue, from respondents and others, appellant has 
acted as a responsible personal representative, fulfilling his duties under I.e. § 
15-3-709, to "take all steps reasonably necessary for the management, protection 
and preservation of, the estate in his possession." 
Since the estate has not been settled or disposed of by court order, 
appellant (under Peterson) is entitled to possession of the property, despite 22 
months of occupancy. The court erred in determining that his occupancy of the 
home is unreasonable. 
VIn 
The court erred in determining that the Bailey estate contains a 
pasture. Respondents have never established that horses were kept at the 
Bailey estate. Appellant testified that he had twelve horses at the time of his 
father's death. Tr Vol. I, p. 96, L. 9. He did not testify that he kept any horses at 
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his father's home. Appellant stated he kept his horses in a pasture in Shelly, 
Idaho, from May, until the end of October. Id. at L 11-13. Before his testimony 
about the horses was interrupted, appellant did not testify that his father's home 
has a pasture. Because the court has no basis to determine whether the Bailey 
estate has a pasture, the court erred by assuming that appellant moved some or 
all of his horses to a pasture at the Bailey estate. 
IX 
The court erred in its conclusion that appellant should have 
concluded his work in 12 months. By statute, a personal representative's duty is 
to "take all steps reasonably necessary for the management, protection and 
preservation of, the estate in his possession." § 15-3-709 I.C. Under Peterson, 
appellant's duty does not end until the estate is "settled or until the property is 
delivered or otherwise disposed of pursuant to an order of the court." Peterson, 
94 Idaho 819. 
Appellant took all necessary steps to close the estate, including his 
work to obtain a loan and his bid to purchase the home at a reasonable price, in 
June 2007. Tr Vol. I., p. 91, L- 19-23. However, due to respondents' delaying 
tactics discussed herein, the estate has not been closed. 
Until the estate closes, a personal representative is "charged with 
the fiduciary duty of "taking into his possession all assets of his testator" and is 
responsible for any loss incurred by his culpable failure to do so." In re 
Anderton's Estate (Idaho 1946), 67 Idaho 160. If appellant had conformed with 
the court's arbitrary 12-month deadline, despite respondents delaying tactics, 
appellant would be liable for all loss and damages incurred after 12-months. In 
addition, the court should not reward respondents with rent for 10-months 
resulting from respondents' own delaying actions. 
X 
The court should not charge appellant rent or pasture fees. In In Re: 
Estate of Mary Elizabeth Randall, the Idaho Supreme Court compared the 
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relationship of a personal representative and cotenants as tenants in common. "A 
tenant in common is entitled to the use and possession of the common property, 
subject only to the condition that he may not exclude another cotenant from like 
use and possession." 64 Idaho 629, 630 (Idaho 1972). "A cotenant in possession is 
liable for rent only in cases where has leased or let property for profit, in which 
case he must account for the profits realized." Id. at 637. [Personal 
representatives] are not liable for rent for the period of their occupancy." Id. In Re: 
Randall remains the law of Idaho. The court erred when it used cases from 
Indiana and Texas to justify its position that personal 
representatives should pay rent. 
In addition to use, possession, and free rent of the estate property, 
[a personal representative has] the duty to "take all steps reasonably necessary for 
the management, protection and preservation of, the estate in his possession." §15-
3-709I.C. "An Idaho [personal representative] is entitled to possession of the 
property of the estate in Idaho until the estate is settled or until the property is 
delivered or otherwise disposed of pursuant to an order of the court." Peterson, 94 
Idaho at 819. 
As a cotenant, the personal representative can use the property for his 
own benefit as long as he does not destroy the estate property, rent the property 
out to a third party, or unreasonably exclude a cotenant from similar use. 
However, the personal representative has a higher duty than a cotenant. He must 
also manage, protect, and preserve the estate. 
XI 
The uncontradicted affidavit of appellant - - dated May 13, 2008 --
supported by statements from realtors, states that the property could not have 
been rented without the expenditure of from $5,000 to $7,000, on repairs. There was 
no cash in the estate from which such sum could have been paid. 
XII 
The law being clear on the point (by statute and Supreme Court 
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decisions), it should not be necessary to look to the decisions of courts of other 
states. There are, however, many decisions from other states, concurring with 
the law in Idaho. Reference is hereby made to some of such decisions: 
The personal representative is the legal 
owner of the estate property. Murray v. 
Stuart (N.Y.), 30 N.Y.S. 2d 870, and In re 
Chisholm's Estate (N.Y.), 37 N.Y.S. 2d 442. 
A personal representative is not liable for 
rent, where he has occupied the realty for 
the purpose of preserving or protecting it. 
In re Ridge's Estate (Cal.) 28 P.2d 705. In re 
Catenack's Estate (Pa.) 117 A. 178; Cannady v. 
Kaufmann (Col.), 142 P. 2d 1027; and Turner v. 
Morse (Mass.), 57 N.E. 2d 18. 
[A personal representative] may, in his 
discretion, take possession of the decedent's 
real estate during the period of administration 
for any purpose reasonably related to his fiduciary 
duties without subjecting the estate for liability 
for rent to the devisee or heirs. Estate of Countryman 
(Kan.), 494 P.2d 1163,31 Am. Jur. 2d Executors and 
Administrators § 248, p. 181n. 8. 
The personal representative [is exonerated from 
liability] for use or occupancy of real estate where 
the occupancy was necessary for the benefit of the 
property. 31 Am. Jur 2d, supra. 
CONCLUSION 
The trIal court's failure to follow the directive of Idaho statutory 
and case law, was improper, and an abuse of discretion. The order requiring 
-12-
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appellant to pay rent and "pasture fees" should be reversed, with fees and costs to 
appellant. 
Respectfully submitted, this November 18, 2008. 
J~ "/~ ~··GINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Appellant's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
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STATE:MENT OF THE CASE 
Respondents agree with Appellant's Statement of the Case except for the following 
particulars: 
A. Respondents deny that after the petition for infonnal probate was filed., respondents 
delayed any proceedings. 
B. Respondents complied fully with the November 29, 2006 order and filed an Amended 
Petition on December 4,2007. This is confirmed as part of the court's July 2, 2008 order. 
C. There was no agreement that the appellant could purchase the estate real property 
until the parties stipulated that the appellant could purchase the property as part of the April 28, 2008 
order. Until that time, both the appellant and respondents had expressed an interest in purchasing 
the estate real property. 
D. Contrary to appellant's assertions, respondents fully complied with the court's 
November 29,2007 order. 
E. Respondents disagree that the April 1 0,2008 Pretrial Conference Minute Entry/Order 
specifically ordered this matter be submitted on briefs. Although appellant asserts the parties had 
agreed to submit the matter on briefs, there was no such agreement. Based the Court's notes 
contained in its April 10,2008 "Pretrial Conference Minute Entry/Order" it is clear that there were 
several unresolved issues, including, but not limited to whether respondents would agree to 
appellant's proposal that the outstanding issues be submitted through briefing. However, there are 
no notes or an order from the Court indicating that respondents stipulated to this proposaL In 
support of this, the Court clarified its finding in the July 2,2008 Order and specificalJy stated that 
1- RESPONDENTS' BRIEF 
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respondents' ·attorney had objected to submitting the matter on briefs at the time of the pretrial 
conference. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Respondents agree with appellant's statement of facts except for the following: 
A. Respondents deny that their motions were the sole cause of any delay and this probate 
matter. 
B. Respondents disagree that they failed to provide affidavits listing the issues in this 
matter. Respondents contend that they filed all affidavits and documents requested by the court 
outlining the issues in this matter. 
C. Respondents turned over all estate assets which they were required to do. There was 
a dispute with respect to some of the assets for which respondents requested, and were granted a 
protective order on July 9, 2007. 
D. Respondents deny appellant's allegations that they destroyed appellant's personal 
property and damaged the estate property, verbally abused and harassed appellant and his family. 
E. Respondents disagree that prior to the April 2008 hearing, there was a stipulation that 
appellant would purchase the property in that respondents had also expressed an interest in 
purchasing the real property. 
F. Respondents deny the allegation that any non-disclosure of an appraisal was done in 
an attempt to delay closure of this estate. 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
The only additional issue to be discussed is the payment of attorney fees on appeal. 
2 - RESPONDENTS' BRIEF 
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ARGUMENT 
The first appealed issue is whether the trial court erred in determining that respondents did 
not comply with the April 24, 2008 Order. The original April 24, 2008 Order states that respondents 
declined the appellant's proposal to resolve the issues by submission on briefs instead of a trial. The 
trial Court clarified the April 24, 2008 Order as part of its July 2, 2008 Order, but did not modify that 
April 24, 2008 Order. Specifical1y. in the July 2, 2008 Order, the trial Court again stated that no 
stipulation was reached between the parties to submit this matter solely on briefs. He trial Court 
further stated that respondents filed a wri tten objection stating the same or similar objections as were 
expressed during the pretrial. Appellant is mistaken that the notes contained in the April 10, 2008 
"Pretrial Conference Minute Entry/Order" required that respondents submit this matter on briefing 
as opposed to proceeding with the trial. The trial Court notes from that final pretrial conference 
merely reflect that the submission on briefs was an unresolved issue. Appellant is unable to direct 
the Court to an actual Order or written stipulation from the respondents that the issues would be 
submitted on briefs. Therefore, respondents complied with all orders of the court relating to the 
April 10, 2008 pretrial and any subsequent hearings and this issue shou1d be dismissed. 
I. WHETHER THE COURT ERRED IN DETERMINING THAT 
THE ORDER OF NOVEMBER 29,2007 BARRED 
RESPONDENTS FROM PROCEEDING 
The hearing which resulted in the November 29,2007 Order was on Appellant's Motion to 
Strike an Kyle Bailey's affidavit and on Respondent's motion to file an amended petition. "The 
grant or denial of leave to amend after a responsive pleading has been filed is a matter that is within 
the discretion of the trial court and is subject to reversal on appeal only for an abuse of that 
discretion." Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, 138 Idaho 200, 205, 61 P. 3d 557 (2002); citing 
3 - RESPONDENTS' BRIEF 
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Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc., v.Idaho First Nat'l Bank, N.A.119 Idaho 171, 175,804 P.2d 
900,904 (1991). "An 'abuse of discretion' standard requires this Court to inquire as to: (1) whether 
the trial court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted 
within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to 
the specific choices available to it; and, (3) whether the trial court reached its decision by an exercise 
of reason." Fanners Insurance Exchange v. Tucker, 142 Idaho 191, 193, 125 P.3d 1067 (2005); 
Citing SUIl Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87. 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 
(1991). 
Likewise it is within the trial Court's discretion to allow other pleadings, including the 
Affidavit of Kyle Bailey. The November 29,2007 Order denied appellant's request to strike the 
affjdavit of Kyle Bailey. This affidavit provided information that the personal representative was 
failing to complete his duties as required by law and was abusing his powers as the personal 
representati ve and using the estate property for his own benefit. This infonnation was later used by 
the trial Court to reach its decisions as outlined in the July 2,2008 Order. The trial Court granted 
respondent's motion to file an amended petition so long as that was done by December 4,2008. The 
record is clear that the amended petition was filed on December 4,2007. The trial Court properly 
used its discretion and acted within its discretion to allow the amended petition and therefore, there 
was no error by the trial Court with respect to the November 29,2007 Order. 
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II. APPELLANT ALLEGES THAT THE COURT ERRED 
IN DETERMINING THAT THE 
FEBRUARY 8,2008 ORDER DID NOT REQUIRE 
DISMISSAL OF THE PETITIONS 
The basis of the hearing on February 5, 2008 which resulted in the February 8, 2008 Order 
was Respondents' motion for temporary orders. The trial Court order states that the parties agreed 
to each submit three qualified appraisers and the court would appoint one of those appraisers from 
the candidates submitted. It was also ordered that the parties attend mediation and that the 
respondents have an opportunity to go on the real property for the purposes of conducting an 
inspection and inventory of said property. There is no reference by the trial Court regarding 
dismissal of any petition if respondents failed to comply with the February 8, 2008 Order. Even if 
there was such a reference, the trial Court stated in its July 2, 2008 Order, that respondents had 
complied with the directive to submit nominations for the appraisers; that the respondent had 
complied with the directive for inspection of the estate property; and had attempted mediation as 
ordered. Therefore, the court did not err with respect to anything requested of it leading up to the 
February 8, 2008 order and following the February 2008 conclusions. 
III. APPELLANT ALLEGES THAT THE COURT ERRED 
IN ADOPTING PARAGRAPH 3 OF RESPONDENTS' 
POST-TRIAL BRIEF 
Appellant claimed that the phrase "from the date of decedent's death until the date of triaL." 
fails to recognize the appellant moved into the father's home prior to the father's death. The trial 
Court committed no error in adopting this phraseology as it accurately reflects the circumstances. 
Regardless of whether the appellant was residing at the decedent's home prior to death, it does not 
alter the condition, status or ownership of the property. The real property was owned by decedent 
5 - RESPONDENTS' BRIEF 
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at the time of his death. Appellant residing there with permission does not alter that. At the time 
of Francis Bailey's death, the property then belonged to the estate. The probate court does not have 
any jurisdiction over the property and the disposition of the property prior to the decedent's death 
and the opening of a probate cause. The adoption of the language "from the date of decedent's death 
until the date of trial ... " was accurate, and therefore the trial Court did not error in the use of that 
language. 
IV. APPELLANT ALLEGES THAT THE COURT 
FAILED TO FIND THAT THE RESPONDENTS 
DELAYED THE PROBATE IN TIDS MA TIER 
Part of appellant's allegation is that respondents unduly delayed providing affidavits, 
specifically an affidavit from Kyle Bailey, who was serving in the U.S. military. Appellant 
attempted to strike Kyle Bailey's affi da vit by mati on. In the trial Court's November 29, 2007 Order, 
it allowed that affidavit. Contained in Kyle Bailey's affidavit and Kerry Bailey's affidavit were 
statements that the appellant had not taking any action to vacate the real property nor purchase the 
property. (Kerry Bailey's affidavit 13; Kyle Bailey's affidavit 1:3). Kerry Bailey further stated by 
affidavit that the estate home and property had been damaged and had fallen into disrepair since the 
appellant took control (Kerry Bailey's affidavit '1{5)~ that he had attempted to contact appellant to 
discuss and resolve issues, but that appellant would not return telephone calls (Kerry Bailey's 
affidavit 17); and that appellant had refused to account for the safe deposit box contents and to allow 
respondents to acquire their personal property still located at decedent's home (Kerry Bailey's 
affidavit <J[ 8,9, 10). The trial Court further had testimony from Curtis Boam, the Court appointed 
appraiser about the general state of the real property at the time the appraisal was completed. The 
trial Court evaluated this infonnation along with the limited testimony provided at the April 2008 
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hearing and concluded that appellant did not administer the estate in a timely manner. There was 
sufficient information for the trial Court to rely on and therefore did not error in it's conclusions. 
V. APPELLANT ALLEGES THAT TIlE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERl\UNING THE OCCUPANCY OF THE PROPERTY 
WAS UNREASONABLE 
Idaho Code § 15-3-703 governs the duties and behaviors of the personal representati ve. 
A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the standards of care 
applicable to trustees as described by Section 15-7-302 of this Code. A personal 
representative is under a duty to settle and distribute the estate of the decedent in 
accordance with the terms of any probated and effective will and this Code, and as 
expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with the best interests of the estate. He 
shall use the authority conferred upon him by this Code, the terms ofthe will, if any, 
and any order in proceedings to which he is a party for the best interests of the 
successors of the estate. 
Idaho Code 15-3-703 
Idaho Code § 15-7 -302 states as follows: 
"Except as otherwise provided by the terms of the trust, the trustee shall observe the 
standards in dealing with the trust assets that would be observed by a prudent man 
dealing with the property of another, and if the trustee has special skills or is named 
trustee on the basis of representation of special skills or expertise, he is under a duty 
to use those skills." 
There is no dispute that the personal representati ve occupied the decedent's home prior to decedent's 
death. However, upon the decedent's death, and upon appellant's application to be appointed as 
personal representative, the decedent's property did not transform to the appeUant's personal 
property, but remained estate assets over which appellant had a duty to administer the estate ", .. as 
expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with the best interests ofthe estate." Idaho Code §15-3-
703. 
7 - RESPONDENTS' BRIEF 
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Nor is it disputed that the personal representative has a right to take possession and control 
of decedent's property pursuant to the powers outlined in Idaho Code § 15-3-709. However, this 
control and possession is not unlimited. The personal representative does not need to occupy the 
estate real property to establish control over the assets. Nonetheless. if the personal representative 
does occupy and control the assets, as happened in this case, the control and occupancy is limited 
so long as the persona] representative is duly and regularly administering the estate of the heirs. 
Estate of Randall. 64 Idaho 629, 637 (1942). The affidavits in the Court file and testimony available 
to the trial Court clearly outlines appellant's inactivity as well as the damage and disrepair to the 
property following the appellant control (Kerry Bailey's affidavit ')[3, «][5, 18,19 and 110; Kyle 
Bailey's affidavit 12, ,)[5, ')[9 and ')[10). Neither the appellant's inactivity nor the damage caused 
during his occupation should be ignored when evaluating whether the appel1ant was duly and 
regularly administering the estate and whether he was acting as a prudent man would have acted in 
dealing with the property of another. The trial Court had possession of this infonnation at the time 
it entered the July 2008 Order that appellant had unreasonably occupied the decedent's real property. 
An additional factor to be considered is that the heirs of the estate are tenants in common. 
"It is an established rule in this state, as well as elsewhere, that a tenant in common is entitled to the 
use and posseSSion of the common property. subject only to the condition that he may not exclude 
another cotenant from like use and possession." [d. at 636. Under such joint tenancy, all tenants are 
entitled to use and possession so long as no other co-tenant is excluded from similar use and 
possession. The affidavits available to the trial Court outlined the appellant's refusal to allow the 
other heirs access to information and to the property. (Kerry Bailey's affidavit 12, 17, 18,11I10 and 
1[11; Second Affidavit of Kerry Bailey 13; Kyle Bailey's affidavit 1[2,1[8.110 and 1[11). Although 
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the appellant had the initial right to occupy and control the property, the evidence before the Court 
determined that the appellant was not administering his duties and that he had precluded the 
respondents from like use and possession. The trial Court had sufficient information before it to 
determine that the appellant's continued occupation was unreasonable under the circumstances. 
VI. APPELLANT ALLEGES THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THAT THERE WAS A PASTlJRE 
The affidavit testimony provided by respondents is contrary to this allegation. Specifically, 
Kyle Bai ley's affidavit paragraph 4 and Kerry Bailey's affidavit paragraph 4 both state that appellant 
was maintaining up to 13 horses on this property. The court had sufficient evidence to reach its 
conclusion and therefore there was no error. 
VII. APPELLANT ALLEGES THE COURT ERRED IN 
THAT THE APPELLANT SHOULD HAVE CONCLUDED 
HIS DUTIES WITIDN 12 MONTHS 
As indicated earlier, it is not disputed that the personal representative can occupy and possess 
the decedent's property during the probate process. Again, however, that control is not unlimited 
and must be done as a prudent man dealing with the property of another would act. Idaho Code § 15-
7-302. Additionally, the personal representative is allowed the control and occupancy so long as 
he is duly and regularly administrating the estate for the heirs. Randall at 637. The trial Court in 
this matter determined from the evidence available to it that there was unauthorized personal use of 
the appellant during the 22 months leading up to the stipulation that he purchase the property. Based 
on the court's review of the evidence, it determined that appellant did not duly and regularly 
administer the duties after 12 months. Therefore, the court did not err in its detennination under 
these factual circumstances that had the appellant acted as a reasonably prudent person in similar 
9 - RESPONDENTS' BRlEP 
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circumstances, rus duty would have been concluded within 12 months and therefore any occupancy 
after that time was unreasonab1e. 
VID. APPELLANT ALLEGES THE COURT ERRED IN 
DETERMINING THE APPELLANT WAS INDEBTED 
TO THE ESTATE 
With respect to the amount the trial Court awarded in rental payments, the affidavit testimony 
provided by respondents was that a fair market rental was in the amount of $800.00 per month for 
the residence and $200.00 per month for the pasture. (Second Affidavit of Kerry Bailey Cj{6) The 
trial court, after reviewing all the information presented to it. determined that instead of adopting 
respondents' rental values. it reduced the fair rental value to $700.00 per month, and the pasture fee 
to $200.00 per month. The basis for this determination was the trial Court's finding was the same 
for prior issues in that appel1ant failed to timely administer the estate and had precluded 
respondent's access to the estate property. Therefore. the trial court did not make any errors in 
making this determination. 
IX. ATTORNEY FEES 
Appellant has unreasonably brought this appeal and has unreasonably ouUined severa] issues 
which clearly were within the discretion of the trial court and without providing any specific 
information as to why the court abused its discretion with respect to those matters. With respect to 
the other issues on appeal, specifically whether the appellant was required to pay any rental fee to 
the estate, the court had sufficient information to reach its conclusions that the appellant was not 
fulfilling his duties as the personal representative and therefore reasonably determined that his 
occupancy of the real property was unreasonable and he was required to reimburse the estate for his 
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inactivity. Because of those reasons, respondents believe they are entitled to attorney fees and costs 
on this appeal under Idaho Rule of Ci viI Procedure § 12-121 and respectfull yrequest the court to enter 
such order. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court did not make any errors with respect to any pretrial proceedings. Appellant 
mistakenly made arguments that respondents did not comply with the court's orders; however, the 
trial court outlined in its July 2, 2008 order these same issues and provided evidence as to 
respondents' compliance. 
Similarly, the trial court given all the information presented to it in court pleadings and 
affidavits as well as the testimony provided at the April 2008 hearing, reached a reasonable 
conclusion that the appel1ant was not fulfilling his duties as the personal representative as required 
by statute and therefore was required to reimburse the estate for his personal use of the decedent's 
property. Based on these things, respondents respectfully request the court dismiss this appeal and 
appellant take nothing thereby .. 
DATED tbis 16th day of December, 2008. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PILe 
By: 
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I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 16 th day of December, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing RESPONDENTS' BRIEF to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the 
correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FAllS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\047 Respondents' Bri 
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THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
MINUTE ENTRY 
This matter having come before the court on Petitioners' Amended Petition for Distribution 
and the Personal Representative's Motion to Strike the Amended Petition for Distribution. Present 
at the hearing was Personal Representative and his attorney of record, Reginald R. Reeves. Also 
present were the petitioners, represented by Kerry Bailey, and their attorney of record Michael J. 
Whyte. 
l. As a preliminary matter, the Personal Representative noted for the court that the 
amended petition filed by petitioners was filed after the Personal Rcpresentati ve filed an answer to 
the original petition. No leave to amend the petition pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
1 - MINUTE ENTRY 
15(a) and 12(h) was filed. Therefore, as of this hearing, the court orders the amended petition be 
stricken. 
2. The court finds that sufficient notice was provided under peti tioners' notice of hearing 
to proceed with the hearing on petitioners' original petition filed in this matter. 
3. The court determined that it needed a clearer statement with respect to the partial 
stipulation as listed in the court's July 2,2008 order. Therefore, it is ordered that the stipulation be 
transcribed and provided to the parties. 
4. The court further indicated it needed better clarification on the authority for the court 
to proceed wi th petitioners' peti tion whi Ie this matter is pending appeal. It may be necessary to seek 
leave of the appellate court for the trial court to proceed if petitioners file an amended petition. 
5. The court finds that sufficient notice and sufficient argument was made by petitioners 
for leave to amend their original petition in this matter. The court grants leave to file an amended 
petition. If petitioners file an amended petition, and attach a letter from the attorney for personal 
representative previously referenced as "Exhibit A" to the original petition, petitioner must redact 
paragraph 3 in said exhibit as said paragraph dealt with an offer of settlement and compromise and 
is not admissible. 
DATED this ~ day of December, 2008. 
Honorable L. Mark Riddoch 
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND CONTENT: 
Reginald R. Reeves, Esq. 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I am the duly elected and qualified Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh 
Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Bonneville; that I mailed [or delivered 
by courthouse box] a copy of the foregoing MINUTE ENTRY to the following attorneys this 4-
day of December, 2008. 
REGINALD R REEVES 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
MICHAEL J WHYTE ESQ 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
COURTHOUSE BOX 
Clerk 
By: 
MJW:clm 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
MINUTE ENTRY 
On the 8th day of January, 2009, oral argument on appeal 
came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open 
court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Reginald Reeves appeared on behalf of the Petitioners. 
Mr. Michael Whyte appeared on behalf of the Respondents. 
Mr. Reeves presented Petitioner's argument on appeal. Mr. 
white presented Respondent's argument on appeal. Mr. Reeves 
presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue an 
opinion as soon as possible. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
o :: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of January, 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be delivered to 
the following: 
Reginald R. Reeves 
PO Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Michael J. Whyte 
Brian L. Boyle 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER of the Estates of 
CAROL BAILEY and FRANCIS ANDREW 
BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
DECISION ON APPEAL 
This matter comes before the Court on the appeal of the Personal Representative 
Kim Bailey (P.R.), with respect to a decision by the magistrate assessing rental charges 
against the P.R. 
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Carol Bailey died on April 11, 1998. Decedent Francis A. Bailey died on 
September 22,2006. Survivors and heirs of the couple were their children, F. Kim 
Bailey, Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle J. Bailey and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe. 
Prior to the death of Francis Bailey, Kim Bailey resided in the Estate's home with 
Francis Bailey. Following the death of Francis Bailey, Kim Bailey filed a petition for 
informal probate of the Estate and was appointed as the personal representative. Pursuant 
to the wills of the decedents, the children were to share equally in the Estate with the 
exception of some specific bequeaths of some personal property. While there was some 
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dispute among the P.R. and heirs on how to liquidate the real property, the Parties 
eventually entered into an agreement in April, 2008, whereby the P.R. purchased the 
property for $129,000. That purchase price and the subsequent distribution is not at issue. 
The other children however continued to claim that the P.R. owed the Estate for 
the fair rental value of the real property inasmuch as the P.R. lived on the propeliy 
following the death of Francis Bailey. Those heirs also claimed that the P.R. was using 
the property to pasture his horses and the P.R. should also be subject to a monthly pasture 
fee. 
A trial on the disputed issues was held on April 28, 2008. Following the trial, the 
magistrate entered its Order on July 2, 2008, concluding that the P.R. "should have 
completed his duties in this estate within 12 months". The magistrate ruled that from 
September 1,2007 through the date of the Order, the P.R. was obligated to the Estate for 
$700 a month as a fair rental value and $200 a month as a pasture fee, for a total of 
$9,900. The gist of the appeal in this matter is the P.R.'s challenge to the magistrate's 
ruling and conclusion. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The district court must review a magistrate judge's decision on appeal upon the 
same standards of review as an appeal from the district court to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
Winn v. Winn, 101 Idaho 270, 272, 611 P.2d 1055, 1057 (1980). Rulings by the 
magistrate that are discretionary are reviewed based on an abuse of discretion standard. 
The trial court's decision will not be overturned absent an abuse of 
discretion. Roberts v. Roberts, 138 Idaho 401, 403, 64 P.3d 327, 329 
(2003). An abuse of discretion does not exist if the trial court (1) 
recognizes the issue as one of discretion, (2) acts within the limits of 
discretion and consistently with the legal standards that apply, and (3) 
reaches the conclusion through an exercise of reason. Roberts, 138 Idaho 
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at 403,64 P.3d at 329 citing Sun Valley Shopping Ctr. v. Idaho Power Co., 
119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993,1000 (1991). 
Navarro v. Yonkers, 144 Idaho 882, 173 P.3d 1141, 1144 (2007). 
In reviewing factual findings of the magistrate, this court on appeal does not 
reweigh the evidence, but rather determines whether the evidence presented at trial was 
substantial and competent to sustain the magistrate's findings: 
It is well established that appellate courts in Idaho do not reweigh 
evidence. See, e.g., State v. Doe, 143 Idaho 383,388, 146 P.3d 649,654 
(2006). Instead, we defer to the trial court's unique ability to "accurately 
weigh the evidence and judge the demeanor of the witnesses" and take 
into account the trial court's "superior view ofthe entire situation." Doe, 
133 Idaho at 809, 992 P.2d at 1209 (citations omitted). 
State v. Doe, 144 Idaho 839,172 P.3d 1114 (2007). 
Where the magistrate's findings of fact are supported by substantial 
and competent evidence, even if the evidence is conflicting, the 
magistrate's decision will not be disturbed on appeal. Stonecipher v. 
Stonecipher, 131 Idaho 731, 734, 963 P .2d 1168, 1171 (1998). 
Brinkmeyer v. Brinkmeyer, 135 Idaho 596,21 P.3d 918, 920 (2001). 
As to conclusions of law, the appellate court exercises free review over the trial 
judge's conclusions of law. Opportunity, 1.1. C. v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 605, 38 
P.3d 1258, 1261 (2002). 
III. ANALYSIS 
A. Procedural Rulings 
In his brief on appeal, the P.R. assigns as error a number of procedural rulings by 
the magistrate such as continuances, additional time to submit filings, requiring a trial as 
opposed to submitting the case on the briefs, etc. These alleged errors were not 
particularly argued at the time of oral argument. In any event, this Court finds that the 
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magistrate had discretion to determine the process by which the disputed issues would be 
resolved, and this Court finds no abuse of discretion in such rulings. 
B. Legal Conclusions 
Again, the primary issue in this appeal is whether the magistrate erred in 
determining that the P.R. was subject to rental charges after twelve months on the 
property. As noted by the magistrate, Idaho law places a fiduciary obligation on the P.R. 
to settle the estate as quickly as possible. Idaho Code § 15-3-703 states as follows: 
A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall observe the standards of 
care applicable to trustees as described by section 15-7-302 ofthis code. 
A personal representative is under a duty to settle and distribute the estate 
of the decedent in accordance with the terms of any probated and effective 
will and this code, and as expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent 
with the best interests of the estate. 
The P.R. argues that he, as the P.R., had a right an absolute right to possession of 
the property unfettered by any time constraints. This Court can not agree with such a 
proposition. 
Again, §15-3-703 places a duty on a P.R. to settle the estate expeditiously. 
Failure to do so subjects the P.R. to a number of possible consequences. As 
acknowledged by the P.R., violation of the statute may be grounds for removal of the 
P.R. In this case, it would also be appropriate to require the P.R. to return to the Estate 
any benefit gained by the P.R. from the unreasonable delay. 
The magistrate's conclusion that §15-3-703 authorized the magistrate to assess 
rental charges against the P.R. was not in error. 
C. Findings of Fact 
As previously set out, the magistrate's findings of fact will not be set aside if the 
findings are supported by substantial and competent evidence. The P.R. challenges the 
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magistrate's findings on that the grounds that (1) delays in settling the estate were due to 
the actions of the other heirs for which the P.R. should not be penalized and (2) the 
magistrate's findings as to a fair rental value is not supported by the evidence. 
With regard to the alleged delays in settling the estate, the magistrate was in a 
position to consider the progress of the probate of the estate and determine, under all the 
circumstances, what would have been a reasonable time to settle the Estate. To suggest 
that the magistrate, in determining a twelve month period, did not consider any delays 
caused by any party would require sheer speculation. Instead, a fair reading of the 
magistrate's order indicates he considered all applicable factors in determining that 
twelve months was a reasonable time to settle the estate, and that after that time the P.R. 
was gaining a personal benefit for which reimbursement to the Estate was proper. 
Additionally, evidence indicated that shortly after the P.R.'s appointment, he 
refused access by the other heirs to the property, refused to distribute personal property as 
agreed by the P.R. and heirs, and refused to keep the other heirs informed as to his efforts 
to settle the Estate. Affidavit of Kerry Bailey, March 15,2007; Affidavit of Kyle Bailey, 
September 11,2007; Affidavit of Kyle Bailey, October 29, 2007. l The affidavits further 
indicated that the P.R. was keeping horses on the property, which would purely be a 
benefit to the P.R. Pasturing horses on the property has nothing to do with the P.R.' s 
duties to settle the Estate. 
This evidence supports the magistrate's conclusion that after twelve months, the 
P.R. was gaining personally by residing on the property for which the Estate was entitled 
I The P.R. sought to strike the first affidavit of Kyle Bailey on the grounds that it was not signed in the 
presence of a notary. The magistrate denied that motion. The second affidavit of Kyle Bailey contained 
the same information as the first affidavit, with no question as to it being properly executed. The second 
affidavit was proper and contained admissible evidence and to the extent the magistrate erred in not striking 
the first affidavit, such was harmless error. 
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to receive rental payments. Indeed, this Court finds, based upon the record, that such a 
finding was supported by substantial and competent evidence. 
Again, the magistrate found that a fair rental value after the twelve month period 
was $700 a month. Following the trial in this matter, the magistrate allowed the Parties 
to supplement the record by affidavit as to fair rental/pasture values in the event the court 
assessed the P.R. for such rental values. The P.R. subsequently submitted an affidavit 
indicating that rental value for the property would be $600 to $750 once repairs were 
made to the property. Significantly, the Respondents filed a "Post Trial Brief' wherein 
their counsel represented that affidavit testimony from Kerry Bailey set out values for 
rental of the house and pasture and then identifying those alleged values in the brief. The 
magistrate thereafter referred to such values in determining the rental value. 
However, this Court has been unable to find any such affidavit or testimony in the 
record. 2 Inasmuch as the magistrate relied upon representations of counsel regarding 
rental values as opposed to actual evidence, the magistrate's determination of rental value 
can not stand. While there may be evidence in the record by which the magistrate could 
determine a fair rental value, it can not be based upon the representations made in 
Respondents' post trial brief. Furthermore, this Court finds that while there is evidence 
of the P.R. pasturing horses on the Estate property, there is no evidence as to a fair 
pasture fee. The P.R. can not be assessed a pasture fee. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
It is possible that the referenced testimony of Kerry Bailey is in fact part of the 
record, despite this Court's inability to locate it. The Parties shall have fourteen days 
2 The March 15,2007 affidavit of Kerry Bailey does not give any opinion as to rental values. The case 
docket does not reflect any other affidavit of Kerry Bailey. 
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from service of this Decision in which to file pleadings identifying the alleged testimony 
and directing the Court to it. 
Unless this Decision is thereafter withdrawn or modified pursuant to the above 
referenced supplemental pleadings, the decision and order of the magistrate is affirmed in 
part and reversed in part. This matter shall be remanded to the magistrate to determine a 
fair rental value, if any, as to the Estate property, not to include a pasture fee, based upon 
evidence in the record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
--DATED this ~ day of January, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this day of January, 2009, I did send a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse 
mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Reginald R. Reeves 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Michael J. Whyte 
THOMSEN STEPHENS 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
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RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
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Brian L. Boyle, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLe 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone (208) 522-1230 
Fax (208) 522-1277 
lSB #6233 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey and Kyle Bailey 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVIlLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAlLEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) S8. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV -06-6496 
SECOND 
AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
Kerry L. Bailey, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the petitioner in this matter and I have personal knowledge of the matters stated 
herein. 
2. I reaffirm and restate all items in the Affidavit of Kerry L. Bailey signed by me on 
March 13,2007 and filed with the court in connection with the Renewed Petition for Supervised 
Probate filed with the Court on March 15.2007. This affidavit, in arldition to my original affidavit 
(attached hereto as Exhibit 1) is offered in support of the Renewed Petition for Supervised Probate 
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as well as in support of the Motion to Require the Sale of Estate Property; for Unpaid Rent; and for 
Removal of Personal Representative filed with this Affidavit. 
3. All of the allegations and facts made in such Affidavit are still true and have not 
changed in the past months. Especially the fact that the personal representative continues to remain 
in the home without paying rent, pasturing his horses and forbidding any meaningful access to the 
home of the deceased. 
4. Attached is a true and correct copy of a professional appraisal I requested and paid 
for attached hereto as Exhibit 2. According to the appraisal, the home is worth approximately 
$110,000. In addition, attached hereto is a document] received from the Bonneville County 
Assessor which has assessed the home and property at $128,839. A true and COlleCt copy of the fOIm 
received from Bonneville County is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. With these in mind, I am willing 
to average the two values and purchase the estate home for $120,000. These funds are readily 
available and closing can occur as soon as fourteen (14) days or as soon as the purchase documents 
can be prepared. While the personal representative has also indicated his willingness to purchase 
the home, he has indicated that he would like to pay much less for the home than $120,000 and, in 
addition, has had complete access to the home since my father's death in September, 2006 and, 
rather than accomplish his desire to purchase the home, has merely elected to live in the home at tbe 
expense of the estate and the heirs. It is my opinion that he has had sufficient opportunity to do so 
if he were able andlor willing to purchase the home. 
5. If the personal representative does wish to purchase the home for less than $120,000, 
he does so solely for his own benefit. Therefore, in order to maximize the value of the estate in the 
event that the personal representative does wish to selJ the home to me for the same price as listed 
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above, I believe it would be fair for the Court to order that the home be sold to the party, family 
member or third party, that is willing to pay the most for the home. Specifically, for lack of a better 
term, that a private auction be held with the fanllly members and the party that is willing to pay the 
highest price for the borne should be allowed to do so. However, the party that submits the highest 
bid must have funds available and be ready to close within thirty (30) days from the date that the 
highest bidder is identified. If the highest bidder is unable to close within thirty (30) days, then the 
home should be sold to the next highest bidder that is able to accomplish the purchase within thirty 
(30) days after it is detennined that the highest cannot make the purchase. 
6. With regard to the personal representative remaining in the home withoutthepayment 
of rent, this cannot continue and rent for past months since the death of my father should be 
reimbursed to the estate. Based on my research, a similar residence would receive a fair market rent 
of $&00 per month and pasturage of his horses on similar property would cost approximately $200 
per month. Therefore, as of the date of this affidavit. the personal representative should reimburse 
the estate for $1,000 per month starting on September 6, 2006 which would amount. including the 
month of August 2007, to twelve months of rent for the home and pasturage, or $12,000. 
7. Finally, due to the lack of diligence, self-serving actions of the personal 
representative, and other failures to perfonn as required in his capacity, I also believe that the 
personal representative should be removed and that I should be named personal representative in his 
place. As personal representative, I.would expeditiously and correctly administer the estate. 
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DATED this 2nd day of August, 2007. 
SUBSCRmED AND SWORN to on oath before me this 2nd day of August, 2007. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho . 
My Commission Expires: 4 -fl ~ 8>0 I 0 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the __ day of August, 2007. I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
REGINALD R REEVES· 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRNE 
POBOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
[ ] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[X] Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES. PUC 
By: 
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Brian L. Boyle, Esq. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Telephone (208) 522-1230 
Fax (208) 522-1277 
ISB 4# 6233 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey and Kyle Bailey FtlE GOPY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIiE COUNTY OF BONNEVILlE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL B AILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BA.1LEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
AFFIDA VIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY 
Kerry L. Bailey, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the petitioner in this matter and I have personal knowledge of the matters stated 
herein. 
2. Upon my father's death in September of 2006, my siblings and I (consisting of all 
heirs under my father's will), met and performed an inventory of our father's property in anticipation 
of the probate of his will. All of us, including my brother, the personal representative, created the 
inventory and agreed upon its contents and distribution consistent with my father's will. Since that 
time, the personal representative has refused to recognize or honor the inventory, the distribution of 
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property under the will, and has prevented any of us from baving any access to the property itself and 
has not provided us with any information regarding his responsibilities regarding the distribution of 
the property under the will. 
3. Since my father's death in September 2006, the persona] representative (Kim) has 
taken up residence in my father'S home and has not made any indication that he intends to vacate the 
premises, purchase the premises, or any other acceptable solution with regard to the home. At the 
very least, he should be paying fair market value rent to tbe estate of my father for the months since 
October and for each and every month he is in the home until final resolution of the estate is 
accomplished. 
4. Further, he is keeping thirteen horses on the property without paying any pasture fees 
or rents to the estate. In any event, the property and pasture is not large enough to handle so many 
horses and they are damaging the property due to over-grazing and use. 
5. There is significant cleaning, upkeep, necessary maintenance and repairs that need 
to be made to the property to get it ready for sale. I regularly drive past the house and stop in to 
check on it and rather than getting it ready for sale, the horne is falling into a greater state of 
uncleanliness and disrepair. In fact, since the personal representati ve took up residence in the home, 
there has been significant damage to it, including but not Jimi ted to a large hole in the garage door 
that has come into existence only since the personal representative took up residence in the home. 
6. My brother, Kyle, has given me power of attorney to speak on his behalf in this matter 
because he has been deployed to Iraq, and, due to the difficulties of communication and logistics, 
wishes that I take care of his affairs while he is overseas. A true and correct copy of the executed 
Power of Attorney is attached hereto as Attachment 2. Kyle is also very concerned about the lack 
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of proper execution of duties as personal representative on the part of Kim and would like to see 
more accountability be placed upon him. 
7. I have attempted to contact the personal representative to resolve this matter 
peaceably and within the family. but he refuses to call me back or provide any meaningful updates 
wi th regard to the probate proceedings. Co-representatives, court supervised or dismissal of personal 
representative due to lack of keeping other three siblings up-to-date on the estate and not getting 
estate ready for sale. I have called Kim (the personal representative) many times and Jeft messages 
and Kim has not returned any calls. I have no interest in harassing him or keeping him from 
performing his duties as personal representative in any way. but would like and have the right to 
know what is going on as an heir and interested party. 
8. It is my desire, and the desire of my other non-personal representative siblings, that 
the probate proceedings take place smoothly, in a manner absolutely consistent with the wiD and 
desires of my father. However, it has become increasingly clear that Kim has no interest in 
perfonning his duties as personal representative. Rather, it is my opinion based on his behavior. 
including but not limited to moving into the home for what appears to be indefinitely and refusing 
to allow any of the other siblings and heirs any access or provide meaningfuJ infonnation, he is 
taking advaritage of his position as personal representati ve as a way to take a disproportionate share 
of the estate's assets at the expense of the other heirs and the estate. 
9. Another ex.ample of my concern is a safe deposit box in which my father kept an 
extensive rare coin collection along with other important and valuable items. Kim has refused to 
account for the wbereabouts of such items and does not appear to have any intention of accounting 
for such items. 
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10. Also, there are many items that belong to my brother, Kyle, and/or me that were being 
kept at my father's home. These items are listed in Attachment 1, attached hereto. Kim has 
prevented us any access to such items. 
11. Further, it is part of the healing process for the children to be able to get inside the 
house and clean it and get it ready for the sale. We would like to help him with the performance of 
rus duties as personal representative in part to make sure that my father's wishes are followed but 
al ~o as a way to get some closure and be able to begin the healing process from the deep absence left 
in each of us by our father's death. Thus far, we have been denied under the gUise of Kim' s power 
as personal representative, from being able to go through that part of the healing process for reasons 
that appear to be solely for his own self-serving and disingenuous purposes. 
12. Therefore, at the very least, it is clear to me that the probate of my father's estate 
should at the very least be supervised by the Court to make sure that the personal representative is 
performing his duties consistent with his legal and ethical responsibilities. 
DATED this l31b day of March, 2007. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this 13th day of M 007. 
Residing a~ l~aho Fal~s, Idaho 4 '/1, 11 NO 
My CormrusslOn Explfes: __ =+-+-,.-I-IVj....ly....~~l/l:...::... ' __ _ 
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I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 15th day of March, 2007, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDA VIT OF KERRY L. BAILEY to be served upon the foUowing persons 
at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with 
the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
BLB:es 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
POBOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6 UI6\006 Aff KLB 
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Brian L. Boyle, Esq. 
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Attachment 1 
Miscellaneous items of Kerry's and Kyle's on the estate: 
• 1977 Blazer 
Six vehicle doors 
• Two small block motors 
• Two bumpers 
• Two grills 
• Four doors 
• Ten tires and wheels 
• Three tailgates 
• Miscellaneous car parts outside 
• Kyle's bedroom closet has intake, model cars, etc. 
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PREAMBLE: This is a MILITARY POWER OF ATTORNEY prepared pursuant to Title 10, United States 
Code, § l044b. nnd executed by a person authorized to receive legal assistance from the military services. 
Federal law exempts this power of attorney from any requirement of form. sU~Jstance. formality. or recording 
that is prescribed for powers of attorney by the laws of a state. the District of Columbia. or a territory. 
commonwealth. or possession of the United States. Federal law specifies that this power of attorney shall be 
given the same legal effect as a power of attorney prepared and executed in accordance with the laws of the 
jurisdiction where it is presented. 
KNOW ALL PERSONS: That 1, KLYE J. BAILEY (,'Grantor" or "Principal"), currently 
residing at 1372 E TANNERS CREEK DRIVE #6 NORFOLK, VA 23513 by this document do 
make and appoint KERRY L. BAILEY ("Grantee", "Agent" or "Attorney in Facl"). whose 
address is 34J 4TH STREET IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 as my true and lawful attOrney-in-fact 
to act as follows. GRANTING unto my said Attorney full power to: 
I. KYLE BAILEY GIVE KERRY BAILEY PERMISSION TO SIGN MY NAlVlE TO ANY 
AND ALL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR THE INHERITANCE PROPERTY AND 
REPRESENT ME ON MY BEHALF. 
TERNllNATION: This power shall remain in full force and effect until 20 FEBRUARY 2008. 
unless sooner revoked or tenninated by me. 
Notwithstanding my insertion of a specific expiration date herein. if on the above specifled 
ex.piration date 1 shaJl be, or have been, carried in a military status of "missing", "missing-in-
action" or "prisoner of war", then this power of attorney shall automatically remain valid and in 
full effect until sixty (60) days after I have returned to the United States Military control 
following tennination of such status. This power of attorney shaU not be affected by the 
disability of the Grantor or Principal. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereWllo set my hand and seal on this day, 20 FEBRUARY 
2007. 
Grantor's Sign ture 
ACKJ'iOWLEDGEMENT BY NOTARY PUBLIC 
WITH THE UNITED ST ATES ARMED FORCES, SS. 
At the Naval Lega.l Service Mid-Atlantic Brunch Office Oceana, Virginia Bea~h. Virginia. [he foregoing instrument 
was ac'-nowledged before me by K.L YE J. BAlLEY on 20 FEBRUARY 2007. 1 do further I:ertify thaI I am a person 
in United States Armed Forces authorized the general powers of a Nowy public under Title 10 U.S.c. l044a and 
JAGMAN Chapter IX. ...{ ~ __ --
NO SEAL REQUIRED 
NawJl L!!gal Se:r;·ice Office. Mid·Atlantic. Legal Assisrance Office, 9620 Marylq.nd A venue. Norfolk. VA '13511 
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UNIFORM RESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL REPORT 
MARKET DATA ANALYSIS 
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Commtllts; FOlK aalee wlr. conciclereel In IUJ1I!DI1 or II1I! Vllus I!!IlImate. Ouelo limned s .... , I.'glr lhan 1~1!!c:s l ldluatrnenis wert indlcaled and 
eelas OVllr 8 months old W41re considered. No time adlullmllnllfldlcalled. 
Mahet oala AnBlysls !HI3 
Rum LWVICl - 'WRTUTAl" ",,,, •• Isal!wn by a la mode. 1IIc. -1 ·800-A!.N.100E 
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Supplementa I Add d en um file ND.06837 
9Or~r 
~Ad<J"'5 41173 South 15th Wea! 
clfu Idaho Falls Coull\y Bonne';l1~ Slatt 10 Iiu Code 83401 
LerdsrtCllII\ Karrv BaHev 
This report is In compliance with USPAP and is a complele summary report. No departure has been Invoked. No 
extraordinary assumptions or hypothetical conditions hllv!! been mad. or Included in Ihis f1!(lort. 
This repofl wae ordered by Ihe cllenlllsted on Ihe URAR for lhe int!tOded use or eSUmaling Ihe lair market value for the client 
listed on the UFlAR. The original client IIlled on the URAR 19 !I1e onlyauthollzed user. The dlent is permlned use of this 
appratsal to eslBblish IIle fair market value for Daling or sellng the subject on IIle leal est.le mllTket. Allo1hal usals, and 
uses are unintended anll unauthorlz.ed by the appraiser. 
The highest and beel use box on !he URA.R has been checked as precent use. The aile is bast used 8S 8 sl~le !amI1y 
reeldential home. 
The exposure lime on the 8ubjectls Ihe estimated 19"11lh of lime Ihe property interest appraised would have been offered on 
the Inerket prior 10 the hypolhetiClll coo6ummalion of a leI. el market yalue on the effective dale of lhe IIIlpralsal. this Is 
based on analysl. 01 markellrends and aasuming I compeUlive and open markst. The eatlmaled exposure lime lor this 
property Is 90 10 180 days. 
If an elaclronic slgnelure Is contained in this report. 1\ was placed by Ihe appraiser (Of UPDIl his authorization) who has the 
lIOIe personalized idenllflcaUon number and conlrol of a",xing the aignalull. This slgnBlure rapresents Ihe IpprBia8f'a 
authentic slgnalure and should be accepted as an original eignsture. 
Adverse environmental Conditions 
If the home was bum prior 1978.1111$ may indicate a lead painl hazan:!. 
Comments; Square footage of Improvemenls ia eppro.lmete. 
FoI1ll TAOO- 'f&110TAl' .,p!tisiil softwallb1 alamodt. inc.-j·BOO·AlAf.!IU 
p.20 
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PHOTOORAPH ADDENDUM 
eo.m Bonnevle ShII 10 ~CDdr 83401 
FROtlT VIEW OF sueJECT 
PROPERTY 
REAR VI~ OF SUBJECT 
PROPERTY 
REAR VIEW OF SUBJECT 
PROPERTY 
NJm IIPIC3J15 - "MITllTAl' fIlpralsai softwart tJr a 1& I'IIlde, Int. - 1-«lQ·AlAI400E 
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PHOTIi "APH ADDENDUM 
BorIOW_ 
p/iiiiM1V Addllss 4873 South 151h West 
CiY Idaho FI/IB COIIIIIY Bomovlle SI:IIII! 10 lJD Cadi 83otO' 
lwldlll.fClielt Kerry Balev 
SHED 
SHED 
form GPlC3JIS - "WInTIlTAl' aAlfaisllllittwn by a II modI, Inc. - 1-8(K).AlA&IOOf 
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PIIot.,.raph Addendum 
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f iinu:rtv Addl1ll 4673 Sou1I1 15111 WI!SI 
CiV IdahoFaI. eclrty Bonnallt .. S,* 10 ZIo cedi 83401 
LlI1d8rlCliant Kefry Bailev 
VIEW OF REAR PROPERTY 
STREET SCENE 
ronn GPlC3X5 - 'WInTOTN.. '1IPIlI8lsaI s~ IIv • l.1/T1ldl, Inc. - HIIJ.AlAMODE 
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DE FINITIOII OF MARKET VALUE: The I1l0l1 pl1lOOlJle prite wlic/1 a plopel1y shotld bring In • eompellliH ;nd open milltfl ~nd" ,n C!JIlitiolll 
tequ IslII 10 I fair lale, Ills buYfI iI!G seller, each ae"'9 plUdlnl1y, koowledONIIty and assuming 1I1e pice is nol anecllld bV undue slinuhn. p,pltl i1 Ihls 
dEtlnllion II Ill. eORsummltlon 01 I ute 19 Df a speemed dall and Ihl passillll of 111111 from sllIr!! 10 Wf81 under emditmn! whellby. (f) buyer Ind selMr :It 
!Yi»caHy IIItIlYllali; (2) bath plltillS III won ilIO"",", or WII advi!lltd, and IIICh aclno In whaI M conslderl his I1'1III b!S11nttrest: (3) a IIIiIsonabil time Is 111lIIld 
lor .'posule In Ill! open marbl: I.) PIIymenl Is lIIade ill!lrra 01 caSh i1 U.S. rlallarII 01 in ttl1Y1S ollilluei>f manganmll ccmparalile thereto; and (SIll1\! pm 
,..pr .. S8Il1! lho normal considmlion lor 111. prop.ty sold unlltar:ted by spsclal or cleallve t_clllO or IIIIS concessions' granlld by anyon. associated wi1h 
lila sale . 
• AdjuSln1enls 10 111! co~arables mIll b. mlde for speeill or cr .. tiwe financing or sale! cllncel!lol\!l. NIl ".el14$ m necessary 
hI tllose 00511 v.tJicIt ue lI!JIIDty paid by seUars II • mun 01 Idon 01 law ill • III!rlill 1m; tIIese costs Ire I1IIdity 1d8llilftaHe 
line! tie seller pry! these costs t1 Yll1Uatty all sales 1I'3"58cttan,. Special or cruive Ilnllleino ad;isbnenls can be madl III 1111 
campnble property by Cllll1l"riSllnS 10 rl/lanclng femlS alflJled by a Ihid ""tty ~5tiluffonlt lender thill II not BRady ~d ., die 
PI1lPel1y .. 1I'lIlsactiln. Any a~tmlllll should nol be ealcltmd on I mtd1i~ic;f dotal fur id. cost 01 lite "nanclno or Cllll:essltJ1 
bill 1111 dollar amounl « any ad'U1Ilmtnl IhOlllrl app!1Jldmall 11'1 rralta .. l8action lD !he financing or concmions bmd on lIIe 
IIJII1Iser's Jtldgentent 
STATEMENT OF UMITING CONDITIONS AND APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION 
CONTINGENT AND UMITING CUNOmONS: Inl apprals.', certlltcaUcn ailal appI ... s III ilia Ij)pllilll' (!JIorI II' !Ubllcl 10 tn. following 
eooottlOl1s: 
I. Thl 3WIllis" wi! not be responsibll for mailers of ! lelJi!l "mvle Jim Iletl either Ihe poperl\' btilIJ apprllised or Ihe til! to II. fur appraiser mumes thil 
111! lill. Is ~od and martetlble and, Iheftloll, wit nol "lIId. iIIIY ~nioiis about tI!e .UI. lhe propslty Is appraised on 1111 bIIsts d • beInG uRder nsponstbl! 
ownllsh~. 
Z. The appr.;lslII' has provtded a ,hllch 11 1m 3W1Iisal IlporllD sflow apprOlOmahl dime",. oflha if11llltlnITIlnls and !he IlElch is included ooIy III is!isl 
Ills f8ader of !he repGrt n '1150ailzl!lrj the property and uoo8llienilng IhI appralsI". delerlltnallan III ns lilt. 
3. Tm I~niser hll$ mmined 1hI '\'Ilable nood !NIl! thai all plO'Ildtd by ilia Ftderai fsntroeney Man.gllll8n! Agancy (or olheT dala !ourt1l!J and has nDled 
in 1118 illlJralsal report whl1t1lll tI1II sobjtlcl sile II lOcaled in In idenllied Special Flcod Hilii'd Area. BecilUle hl appraiur is no! • alMlyor. he or lhe ITIID! 
no guarantees. eXIIIl!SS or IllIpled, regarding IhII dlllum!lnaIloo. 
4. The a~ralser Wil not give lestlmony or 8wear 11 cou~ L-.cMI he Dr sIIe made an lpP!aisal of the plOIlflr in !JIeslon. unless $llecJllc lITanoennents ttl do 
so have beefl made belorel!and. 
5. The 1Ilpr.llser has eslinil!!! the valle III Ihe Ia1d In the cost apPlOadl at II! hlQhesl and best use and the implOvelllenls al their clJllln.ulllry value. These 
seplI'3le valuatiol15 01 the land and ~o""mem; must TII\ be used In conjunclion "iail any olher IPpndsal and 811 Inmld If they are so uSlll. 
6. Th. lppralser lias noIIId in the appraisal '8II111t IIl1 adV8IU cOndlliona lauch n. flI!lded IIpaRs, deprldllion, .. presence 01 ilmrdoul waslll, tc~il 
oubstance!, etc.) oIise,.,Id olll1og 1m "soectlon at the ,jjJjec1 propol1y II IIlaI he or shl bleam •• ware 01 IIuring 111. normal rmalcl! IrmJIved In pe!flll'lling 
lhe awriisal. UnleSs Qllerwlse stated In Iw ilIlPrlisal npol\, the appraiser ~as 00 bowlldg. 01 any hlrtrllft 01 unapparent tondltlons II fie lJOP!rIY or 
adver!f enylromlental CondJUIlI1S (lnclvdlng the prtSlnce III hazardous wl!5las, toM; subslances, etc.) that mIIlId maill! Ihe prqllJrty more or less utuali!, nI 
lias aSBunolld lllat Iller, ., no such condltuns Ind makes no lu.anltes 01 'IlITiWlIies. PjlrllSl or implied. /llfJilnlil1!l .. condillon 01 tInI prllPIll1y. Th, 
appralm !JIll IlOl bt l1!IIp!lAsillll tor InY such cllIldllions that do IIlIsI or lor any qmrm9 or resting !hil """III bri Ifqviml 10 oistQver vlhrlller lOci! 
ClIIldlions exist. Because 1I1e "fltlI1IIsBI Is m an alp.rt n Iht lleld III envirol1l1lllnlal hUllld" !he IllPIalSai repol1 musl nol bri cOI1Ildered as 111 
mvilOl1llllllllai meRmenl ot lie propel1y. 
7. Tl1e apllf1!lSllf obtained /he III10rmalm, estirnaleS, artd OIlInions that ".1 .lprmed in the IPlnisd /'BIlOf1 frtlll !GUICe!! thai he 01 ... canslderB to bt 
reliable and ildBV8! thlJm 10 bl tl1lll and correct. The appniS1lr do!! nlll ~sume rnponsllJlily tor Uhs accuracy III such "ems lItill lillie lumtsh!Jd by Dlher 
partias. 
8. The appralltr 'NII not disctoSB the CO/It!!lt! 01 !hI applllsaJ "pori Blcepl as plo';ded III In lhe lkJIorm SliIlldards 01 PlulesslDnil Appraisal Pmllce. 
9. The 1~p!lIiser hal aased his or her ifIlPf3isal It!PIJrt Ind Vl!luilion cO/Icluslon lar an "plain! tlal is subjeCl III BattalldDly completion, Itpaln, Of 
after.t1lo116 Oft !hI assumplUl Illal c\IfI1pllIim oltha VlJl!l)'/8l1lW WiN be performllll n a I'IIlIlInlnlie 1TIIIIIl1f. 
10. The iIpIIIi!R!1 must plIlYlO. IIIiI or h. p10r wrllt!Jn consIlii belOII Ills tendelfc'Jenl specified in the appraisBl report can dislribul! III! Ipprtial report 
(irrlJdng CU1ousions aIJotj 018 fJ1lIl!rI\' value, ... applalser'. IdIIIlily II1d prolessllll\lI .1!!1gmI1o!ts. II1d f1IlfII1CIII III Iny prmesslalllll applllsai 
0I9SJIlallrm or tile IIrm Mlh wltlch Ile .ppr_ la Inoclaletl) III anyane 0Ihar IIan !he borm'Ner: tile mlllt!JilVel! m fts SUCCessOl! and assigns; thll ff1OI1g3!l1 
illlullI'; consullll1ls; proIB5slonai appraisal o'9lllililion,; an, stale 01 fadarillly ~~ed iilanclal "slwUon; fJ .I"l' d!partmml. agency. or IrslMl1tlt811ty 
III 1118 Unlled Slain Dr any !bite Of Ihl Di!McI ~ Coklmbfl: fltCtpllIal Ill. Imdlr(cfill1 I1IIY dls.lbule tile pr~1IIY de!criplion sectiort mitre report mr to tfaIa 
collection or rll!llJl1lng S81Y~I(S) wlflout hl1llt1~ ID obhlin Ihl appta!sw·s prior I'Ifitlel1 eonH"'. TIll apll'atnr's Millen conslllll IIId apprCMII mast 111m 
be obIained belOIt "e appr.liYJ coo be cDIl\'eyed by anyone 101m public Ihrwtl< adVl~isil9, flIl~ relation. news. AIls, Dr otI1Ir media. 
PlIIJ,lof2 falrte Mae Fonn 10048 8-~ 
C.rtls 80am & Assodates 
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APPRAISER'S CERnFICAnON: The AlJIQIslI cel1l~s and agfM Ihat 
1. I haw ~se.cfled the sublect mi!rlcet _ and have selected a minimum of line recent lale. 01 prapmie; f1l1lIIl simRar and proxirnatB 10 1111 subject Prulllrty 
lar cansldsrallon In \lie sales CDf1lI;i1&Dn analysis aIld have made I dollar Idiustnmt WhIIn arJIlroilllale \0 renect lIIe m;M1(et meDon 10 IIIDII illmS of 1i"liciBl! 
vae1aIon. I a significant Il!!m in a comparable property Is super/II" 10. or more lavOl1lblt 1IW1. lI1e su~ecl proPIJrty. I have made a IlIgailve a~ustmel1llO r!duce 
the ~slell sales priC! III tile comparablo and, • a !1~ClI11llBm In I compIIlIbll pIOplrty 1& Inlerior 111, or Ie" IaVOlllble UlIIr1 tIla &ubjeellloperly, I have made 
a pOSlitf'le adjtJnnent to Ir1creaSB the adjusted S3\es pnce O! the ccmpaJaJ:e. 
2. I havl laken 11110 consideratton tile factors fJaI lIave an impact on Yalue 1111111 dmlGpmenl of the eS1lmale 01 mari!et ¥we III the aptnlsal report t have nvl 
IcnOWInI1II withheld any S1gnHlclnt Inlonnalion from lIIe appIaIsaI f1IIort and I beHtlle. to the best 01 my knowledge, that III statements ,nd ilfonnalon III tile 
appr:aisall1lp!l~ are 1nJa and canK!. 
3. I sta1!d tn lIle apptBIsOli' reJlt't only my IIWII personal unbiased, and prllle&SlOnaI analysis, opilliolll, and conclu.lons, which are subject only to m conlilgent 
IWld Nmilino conlltiolll spedlled III this lonn, 
4. I haY! no present Ir prospective intnlJlt in Ille property that is till SII~ to this rtport, and I haY. no present or prnspllCtive personal inten!s1 Ill' biu will 
r'~1 III 'I1e partldparn in 1111 Ilansac1loo. f did nOI base. ellher part!any or comple1tly, my analysis lI1d1ar .1119 1S1mat1 of marbt ,lillie In 1118 IIIpraisal "port 
OIl the ra:1, cdill', rdolan, sex, hanlbp. lamlTiil mIllS. or nillanal aitWl of Biller IIlI prnBpeC1ivt 0_' or oCClJf)anfS 01 the sublect propMtv a of the pllsent 
awnars III OCCl4lillls oIl1le propllllies In the viclnl!y 011118 subject properti. 
5. I hl!V! no prmlll or contlmplated IUIurt IfllintSt III tIIa sWim prtlptl1y, and neither my currenl Ir future emptoymanl nor my compenfl8llon Illf perfarrrmg IIII! 
iIlpraisal is contingenl on the appr.ise~ value at 111, property. 
6. I was oot rllJ/ied to repoo a IJIlIdBlarmined 'lalue or dil!ctJon In YaiJe IIItt fmrs 1/le caul!! oI.l/1e dent or 1111 fIIilIhld p2lly, the amount aI !he value esllmall, 
Ihe IIttainl1llnlll1 a soldJlc nlRJL /11 lIIe occumlOce 01 a subsequlfll Ift!Iit i!1lJ1'der tu lIICeive my cOll1iJ1!11Satlon andlor emplOyment lor pllloonl'lg IIIi 2PPf3lsa1. I 
did nat base the ~Jtalsa repQ~ on a reqlJBSletl minillUTl vaiDtlJlI, a specific valuatiln, or lI1e n!led 10 IJ)IllO'le a spedlc mortqage loan. 
T, I p8l1onned this apl)l3iSiI! In C«\fomity VIIIh iii. ()Jtform standards III Pro/essional A!JIlf3isal Pl1Ictice thilt WMI adopl!d and pmmiJOa18d by tne A!lInIsaI 
Standards Board at 1be Appraisal Fo~daliuft mI thai INn III P'It& al « Ilia eilecflVe dale 01 II1Is 8!lJtl!isll. wilt tht _pItln 0/ the departure provision of those 
SllIndaI'ds. Tt11Ich does not apply. f acknowl'!dge lllal III tS1Imate rI a nasonable Ume for eJqlOSUIl! In the open marbt is a conlltia1 in ~e dalililim cI maN! VllfUl 
and 1118 Istlrtl2l1 ! davefqJed Is consimot with 11, I'IIBrItding lime "O~ In tile nelghbomGCId seClIOf1 11/ 11111 lipan Ur4esl I hINt IlIhIrwIs. stalld i1 !hi 
reconclla1lon sedion. 
8. I hIM penonar'V inspected the IIlB110r 2Ild eldlnor alias III the li.I!ltct property and thl eldlrlor at aU prppns islld as cllnlPll1lbll! • lhe IJ!lIIl!IsIf report. 
I lurthar teJ1lly tIIat , have noftd any apparl!llt or ia10WIJ adl'll'ff condltionl in lie lubltct Imprcvarnelllr. on iii. II/bIKl sll, or on any sib! Within til. irmrndiall 
YicInI1y arlin! !~cf property of which I am alfn Jld have IlIide aJljUitrnm for tIIIlS adYme CondtiJlII In lilY !TIIIlysls o! the propl!lly wlJe III the emnt lIIal 
, had marla evilenc8 iii 5~n them. I have allll c!7lllmented liIoIII the 8tf8c:I 01 !hi advnl COIIdilms on 1111 mar1!e1abilily m ftl svbjlcl property. 
9 I peBooally p,...ed III conclusions lind opinions about ItII! rell estale !hat were sel lorth n the appraisal report f I relied on signllk:ant profllSsional 
a$Sis~ tam my individual or individualS In 1ho Jl!liormli1C8 of tile 8!lpraisal or !he jnllll1l~Dn 01 thl appreis; repart, I 11M I1III1IId such IndMdIJa~s) and 
disclosed tI'e spacl/lc laske peffonnsd by III!IIl In IhII r.:oncBiation section oIlhis ~il!lll mport 1 certify Il1aI my "lIl1~U.1 so nlJTled is qlalllild 10 perlorm 
tile I!Jsks I have nat authorized anyone to. ma~e I cI18nge to 1I'tf. item 111 the report; Ilanklre, it a" unaulhlriztrl ooll1!19 is made ID fie fIAI!'llIsal report, I v.illlaice 
no respomiJilily lor it 
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERnFICATIOR: W a IUpeMsory flIlP'8lstr signtld 1111 ar.rlisal repen, he Of she tllll18S and agreas Ihat 
I diildly SlIPeMSI die ~lJ3lsirv.t1o prep!ll!d .'I1e.a~raiQI riparl. hiJ'/9 miewsd the iIIlJlalsairaport, agl. with 1118 StltJm8nts md conclusions GIllie appr"ser, 
iI9I8It 10 be bauoo br the appraisers centficlllions nU~If!d4'ttroU~ 7 abavll, and III taldog M respooslbtllty f« lite swalnl and IIIe appraisal f!port. 
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED: 4673 lXluth 15th Weal, ldahl) Falis, ID 83401 
APPRAISER: SUPERnSORY APPRAISER (ani, If ,.q ....... ): 
SiOnaIlJr9:/1A;t 1 ~ Sionatuf1!: ___________ _ 
Name: c'mifsJ. ~ i tfalTll: ________________ _ 
Oaf!! Signed: July 02,2607 Oal! Sl\1ned: _____________ _ 
Stat& Cer1ilcatlcn #: ~C""GAi!!l':l-5~l'_ ____________ Stall Ctrtiflcation #: _____________ _ 
or SIlJIe lIttoSJ": or Slale licmsa #: _____________ _ 
Stat!: 10 Slate: _--'-____ -,-_________ _ 
ElJjrlltiOn oat! of Certification or licenss: 111912007 E.qi~ Date 01 Clltlflcaliot1 or lll:eme: ________ _ 
o OJ! 0 Old rtot IIlspetl Property 
Freddie Mac Fmm439 6-93 Page2m2 Fnnni, Ma, RIm 1 0048 6-93 
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Reliable Property Managenlent, Inc. 
l\JIarch 11 ~ 2008 
To \Vhorn [t i\1ay Concern: 
1809 East 17th Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
(208) 535·0799 
Fax (208) 552·6816 
I (Risa Trane) have viewed the home located at 4673 S. 15th \Vest in Idaho Falls, ID. 
This horne would rent for $750.00 as is unfurnished. For a furnished hOlne it would rent 
for $900.00. 
I consider this home to be a 3 bedroom, I ~ bath. The bathl'oonl downstairs shower is 
not functional as it is filled with storage items. 
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Curtis Boam & Associates 
REAL ESTATE: ApPRAISALS 
560 3rd Street 
Idaho Falls, 10 83401 
Phone (208) 528-9200 
Fax: (208) 528·9204 
p.33 
Curtis J. 80am 
General Certified Appraiser 
e-mail: curlisboam@cableone.net 
Kerry Bailey 
3514'11 Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Dear Mr. Bai]ey: 
March 20, 2008 
RE: 4673 South 15th West 
Idaho FaIls, ID 
Frances Bailey Estate 
As requested, I have researched the market for horse pasture rent. Rents were indicated from 
$100 to as high as $ I 70 per month per horse. 1ms varied depending on who maintained the 
fences and corrals and if feed was included. No finn pattern was indicated from the information 
obtained. You indicate that there is approximately·.25 acre ofpasture on the above referenced 
property. From infoImation obtained from the research above, this would be inadequate to 
support the boarding of one horse for an entire season without some additional supplementa1 
fe~d. Any more horses than that, the property would main1y be a corral. 
The above information was obtained from people in the area that board and stable horses. This 
survey was made by phtme.with pedple involved with the facilities. Ifthere are any questions or 
if more infonnation is needed, please contact me.-
CJB:df 
Sincerely, 
Curtis J. Boam 
Appraiser 
Jan 29 2009 16: 40 Stephens Law OFFi 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
J 30 \0: 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey. Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MA TIER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) Case No. CV -06-6496 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. WHITE 
) RE: MAGISTRATE COURT RECORD 
) 
) 
----------------------------------) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) 55. 
CO\Ulty of Bonneville) 
Michael J. Whyte, being first duly sworn upon oath, and pursuant to the District Court's 
Decision on Appeal dated January 15, 2009, provides this affidavit: 
1. I am the attorney for respondents and make this affidavit from my personal 
knowledge, information and belief. 
2. Attached and incorporated to this affidavit is the second affidavit of Kerry L. Bailey 
dated August 2, 2007. 
1 • AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J WHYTE RE: MAGISTRATE COURT RECORD 
p.2 
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3. Paragraph 6 of this affidavit makes reference to fair market rental value of$800.00 
per month for the property and $200.00 per month for pasturing horses. 
4. It is your affiant's belief that this affidavit was filed by respondents' prior attorney. 
Brian L. Boyle on or around August 2,2007, the date it was executed by Kerry L. Bailey. 
5. It is further your affiant's belief that this affidavit was the source that the magistrate 
court was referencing in its July 2, 2008 Order. 
6. With this information, respondents respectfully request the court to uphold in full the 
magistrate's decision that the fair rental value ofthe property was $700.00 per month. 
DATED this 1fL day of January, 2009. 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J WHYTE RE: MAGISTRATE COURT RECORD 
Jan 29 2009 16:40 T 20 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the -.Z1.... day of January, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J WHYTE RE: MAGISTRATE COURT 
RECORD to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either by 
depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand 
deHvering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:c!m 
REGINALD R REEVES ESQ 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\048 Aff Ie Magistrate Court Record 
[xl Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery. 
[x] Facsimile 
TIIOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
3 - AFFIDA VII OF MICHAEL J WHYTE RE: MAGISTRATE COURT RECORD 
p.4 
:373 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER of the Estates of 
CAROL BAILEY and FRANCIS ANDREW 
BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON 
APPEAL 
This Court entered is Decision on Appeal on January 15,2009. In that Decision, 
the Court affirmed in part and reversed in part the decision of the magistrate assessing 
rental charges against the Personal Representative Kim Bailey with respect to his use of 
the Estate property. The reversal was based on this Court's conclusion that respondent 
and the magistrate relied upon the purported testimony set out in a "Second Affidavit of 
Kerry L. Bailey" in determining a rental value for the property as well as a pasture fee to 
be assessed against the P.R. 
In the Court's Decision of January 15, 2009, the Court indicated that the 
referenced Second Affidavit could not be located in the court file nor did it appear on the 
court's record of activity as to this file. As such, the Court allowed the Parties an 
opportunity to address the issue of whether the Second Affidavit was ever filed. 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON APPEAL 
Following the January 15,2009 decision, Respondent's counsel provided an 
affidavit along with a copy of a "Second Affidavit of Kerry L. Bailey". As set out in the 
copy of the Affidavit, it was signed and notarized on August 2, 2007. In view of the 
foregoing, the Court has again reviewed the file and the record of activity which again 
reflects that the Second Affidavit had not been filed and was not part of the record at the 
time of the magistrate's decision. 
Therefore, the Court's Decision of January 15, 2009 will remain in force and 
effect. The magistrate's decision is affirmed in part and reversed in part consistent with 
that Decision. This matter shall be remanded to the magistrate to determine a fair rental 
value, if any, as to the Estate property, based upon evidence in the record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2009. 
\ 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON APPEAL 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this L/f!tray of February, 2009, I did send a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse 
mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Reginald R. Reeves 
CAMBRIDGE LA W CENTER 
Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Michael J. Whyte 
THOMSEN STEPHENS 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By :mV 
Deputy Clerk 
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON APPEAL 
FEB-05-09 08:50 AM .C" 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
! CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522·2516 
Attorney for Br 
Our File 
I 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
2085222516 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
In the Matter of the Estate of } Civil No. CV-06·6496 
} 
i } 
GAROL BAILEY and } 
fRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY} 
NOTICE OF NON· COMPLIANCE 
Deceased.} 
P.02 
PURSUANT To the decision on appeal, entered herein on January 15,2009, 
r~spondents were allowed until January 29,2009, to file pleadings identifying testimony of 
KYLE BAILEY, and directing the court to its position in the record. Such time has expired, 
and despite the filing of the affidavit of current counsel for respondents, and one by 
r~spondent, KERRY BAILEY, no showing has been made that the court file contains such 
; 
atfidavit of KERRY BAILEY, allegedly filed on or about August 2,2007, and the Clerk reports 
she has no record of any such filing. 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
FEB-05-09 08:50 AM .C" 2085222516 
P.03 
THERE HAVING BEEN No compliance with such decision, the matter should 
be remanded, pursuant to such decision. 
February 5, 2009 
/ //~ -~¥f#/,..(/V2 .~/ · 7 ~ ~~NALD R. REEVE I ESQ. 
Appellant's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls ID 83403 
CERTIFICATE OF Sf:RVICE 
[IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the foregoing upon the 
designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS' 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
F~x 522.1277 
February 5, 2009 
Nelt'lCE OF NON-COMPLIANCE- 2 
i 
f""'., f'*i '"'''% 
... iJ 
FEB-09-09 03:34 PM 
i 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
, CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
, iSION 
r:1J TY 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
Telephone 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
Idaho State Bar No. 712 
Attorneys for Appellant 
By REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
dur File 16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
I~ the Matter of the Estate of } 
} 
} 
~AROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY } 
i } 
Deceased.} 
III 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
POST·APPEAL MEMORANDUM 
While the Personal Representative continues to urge that the law in 
Idaho allows a Personal Representation to occupy estate property without being 
r~quired to pay rent therefor, the District Court has held that there might be 
: 
SpCh an obligation (without referring to Idaho decisions to the contrary). Here, 
,~' the only evidence as to the amount of reasonable rent was in the form of the 
; 
I 
}lersonal Representative's affidavit dated May 12, 2008, in which it is set forth 
that if required, a reasonable rent would be from $600 to $750 - - but only after 
i 
the expenditure of $5,000 to $6,000, to prepare the property for rental. There 
having been no evidence to the contrary, and no evidence of any such 
I'PST-APPEAL MEMORANDUM 
P.01 
F EB-09-09 03: 34 PM • C" 2085222516 P.02 
~xpenditure or preparation, no rent should be assessed, as the premises have not 
qeen made suitable for rental. 
WHEREFORE An order should be entered denying the motion that the 
Personal Representative be charged rent for his occupancy of the premises. 
February 9, 2009 
~~ 
"''-'''-=7TJ. A.LD R. REEV , SQ. 
ppellant's Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(0] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the 
f~regoing upon the designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as 
f91l0WS: 
RESPONDENTS 
i 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
; 
February 9, 2009 
POST-APPEAL MEMOHANDUM-2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV -2006-6496 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
DISQUALIFY AND ORDER TO 
PRODUCE PROOF OF EVIDENCE 
FROM THE RECORD. 
Since Judge Joel Tingey's decisions of remand did not order a new trial but 
referred "evidence in the record", the Personal Representative's Motion to Disqualify is 
not authorized and is denied. 
Further, the parties shall have fourteen days to produce evidence in the record 
regarding rental values, or the Court will issue an amended order eliminating the monthly 
rental payment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED February 18,2009. 
LM~ 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 211812009, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to the following by mailing, with correct postage thereon, by 
facsimile transmission, by delivery to the attorney's courthouse box, or by causing the 
same to be hand delivered. 
Reginald Reeves, Esq. o Courthouse Box 0US Mail 
PO Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Michael 1. Whyte 0Courthouse Box US Mail Thomsen Stephens 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
o Courthouse Box o US Mail 
o FAX o Hand Delivery 
I { I 
~!jJVJ 
Deputy Clerk 
2 
MAR-10-09 09:03 AM 
: DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
A~torney for 
By 
O~r File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
208S'222516 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
IIi the Matter of the Estate of } 
} 
} 
~AROL BAILEY and } 
fRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY} 
. Deceased.} 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE 
P.02 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That despite having been allowed time in which 
td point the court to certain evidence in the record, petitioners have not complied 
t~erewith, and such time has expired. 
WHEREFORE Personal Representative requests the entry of an amended 
, 
NOT\CB OF NON·COMPLIANCE 
MAR-10-09 09:04 AM .C" 208~~22516 
P.03 
order eliminating the need for payment of rent. 
March 10,2009 ~>:- a~L R ALD R. R~~Q. Attorney for Personal Representative 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls ID 83403 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
[IRCP 5(0] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy of the foregoing upon the 
designated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
RESPONDENTS' 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
F~x 522.1277 
March 10, 2009 
NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE-: 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2006-6496 
ORDER AMENDING PRIOR 
ORDER 
Pursuant to the Appellate Order on Remand and this Court's Order Denying 
Motion to Disqualify and Order to Produce Proof of Evidence from the Record and the 
Notice of Noncompliance, this Court finds and concludes that no evidence was timely 
produced regarding rental values. Therefore, the Court amends its prior order eliminating 
the monthly rental payment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED March 13,2009. 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on 3113/2009, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to the following by mailing, with correct postage thereon, by 
facsimile transmission, by delivery to the attorney's courthouse box, or by causing the 
same to be hand delivered. 
Reginald Reeves, Esq. o Courthouse Box o US Mail 
PO Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Michael J. Whyte 0Courthouse Box o US Mail Thomsen Stephens 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 o FAX o Hand Delivery 
o Courthouse Box o US Mail 
o FAX o Hand Delivery 
~rk 
,,-., ,,-. n 
~tc~,JJ 
2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER of the Estates of 
CAROL BAILEY and FRANCIS ANDREW 
BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
REMITTITUR 
There being no timely appeal from this Court's Supplemental Decision on 
Appeal, said Decision has become final and this matter is remanded to the Magistrate for 
further proceedings consistent with said Decision. 
DATED this n day of March, 2009. 
REMITTITUR 
Ty 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1 q day of March, 2009, I did send a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing docum~pon the parties listed below by mailing, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse 
mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Reginald R. Reeves 
CAMBRIDGE LA W CENTER 
Box 1841 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403 
Michael 1. Whyte 
THOMSEN STEPHENS 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
REMITTITUR 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By JVlL1~ 
Deputy Clerk 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for KelTY L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM 
JUDGMENT 
(LR.C.P.60(b» 
COME NOW petitioners, by and through their attorney of record, and move the court for 
relief from the March 13, 2009 Order Amending Prior Order pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 60(b). This motion is based on the following: 
At the time of the hearing in this matter in Apiil 2008, after some testimony was provided, 
a recess was called, at which point the parties negotiated a resolution of other remaining issues. The 
pmties presented their agreement to the Court and the Court advised the parties that it would give 
an opportunity for the presentation of written information regarding the rental value of the estate 
property. It was not until the appeal filed by the personal representative was completed that the 
parties and the Magistrate Court realized this information was not provided as had been originally 
1 - MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
planned. This mistake is the basis for the Comt's Order Amending Plior Order dated March 13, 
2009. Therefore, petitioners request relief under Rule 60(b )(1) Mistake, Inadvertence, Surprise or 
Excusable Neglect and Rule 60(b)(6) Any Other Reason Justifying Relief from the Operation of 
Judgment. 
It was clear from the parties' actions and the Court's actions following the trial in this matter 
that everyone believed this information had been provided to the court. The Court included very 
specific rental values of the estate real property in its original order. In the personal representative's 
appeal, there was no issue raised that rental values had not been presented to the court. The closest 
issue raised during the appeal was the claimed error that there was no pasture when the trial Comt 
found that rent needed to be paid for the use of pasture ground. However, this issue did not raise the 
question whether rental value information was presented at all. 
As indicated, all pmties proceeded with the belief that specific rental information had been 
presented to the trial Court prior to its initial order. It was only upon the appellate court's review 
that this excusable neglect, inadvertence and mistake was discovered. Neither the District Court 
on appeal, nor the Magistrate Court amended or modified that portion of the original Order that the 
personal representative should be required to pay rental income, it merely amended the value to be 
paid because of an inability to find that specific value information in the Court file. 
As the court is aware, the member of Thomsen Stephens Law Offices who prepared and 
appeared at trial in this matter, and the individual who had intimate knowledge of the file, left the 
firm shortly following the April 2008 trial. There was no written documentation in the COUlt file 
in the form of a minute entry, order or other document advising petitioners' new attorneys of the 
need to supplement information presented at the trial. 
2 MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
Because of the foregoing mistakes, inadvertence, surprise and excusable neglect, relief from 
the March 13,2009 Order should be granted under Rule 60(b)(l) and 60(b)(6) to allow petitioners 
to present the omitted rental information. 
DATED this 27th day of April, 2009. 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LA W OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
3 - MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attomey in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 27th day of April, 2009, I caused a true and COlTect copy 
of the foregoing MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT to be served upon the following 
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the conect postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set 
forth below. 
MJWclrn 
REGINALD R REEVES 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
61 86\PLEADINGS OURS\050 Mot for Relief 
[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
4 - MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
APR-29-09 04: 56 PM • C" 
, DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
FAX 522-2516 
2085222516 
j !, 
.A.ttorney for 
By 
Our File 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
III 
Civil No. CV -06·6496 
NOTICE OF MOTION 
AND 
MO~rION TO STRIKE 
P.01 
tn the Matter of the Estate of } 
} 
} 
. CAROL BAILEY and } 
: FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY} 
: } 
Deceased.} 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
[IRCP 12 (0] 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That at3:00 p.m., on May 20,2009, before HON. 
1. MARK RIDDOCH, at Idaho Falls, Idaho, respondent will move- -and does 
pereby move - - the court for an order striking the motion for relief from judgment 
filed herein, upon the grounds that such motion is insufficient, and impertinent, for 
teasons as follows: 
a. It was not supported by an affidavit or other pleading, but 
, 
~imply contained inadmissible hearsay. Sec Cueva v. Barraza, 198 P. 3d 740. 
b. It admitted negligence (possibly amounting to malpractice) 
;on the part of a former member of the law firm representing petitioners, 
rt. ('\ ;' 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE Mo'rlON FOR HEUEF FROM JUDGMENT ... : ~i J 
APR-29-09 04:57 PM .C n 2085222516 P.02 
:without recognizing that the firm itself bears responsibility for such negligence. 
c. Such negligence was not excusable, as a reasonably prudent 
lawyer would have inspected the file to discover that "the Court advised the parties 
~hat it would give an opportunity for the presentation of written information 
t;egarding the rental value of the estate property." 
d. Counsel alleges that there was "no written documentation in 
the Court file ... advising the new attorneYs of the need to supplement information 
presented at the trial," ignoring the fact that at the trial, counsel for petitioners 
offered and promised to provide a claim of reasonable rental value, by affidavit --
the filing of which affidavit was then ordered by the court, with 14 days 'being 
, 
I 
~llowed for such filing. See Transcript pp. 135 and 136. Counsel was not a "new 
aJttorney," but a member of the same firm. 
e. The appellate judge, unable to locate such an affidavit in the 
flle. allowed petitioners an additional 14 days in which to identify and locate any 
t$stimony from petitioners as to such rental value. There was no compliance within 
shch 14 days, or at all. 
f. The District Court then instructed the trial court to determine 
a fair rental valve, if any, based upon evidence in the record. 
g. Following the instruction in the remittitur, the trial court 
allowed petitioners still another 14 days "to produce evidence in the record regarding 
r~ntal values," stating that in the absence thereof, "the Court will issue 
an order eliminating the monthly rental payment." See order dated February 18, 
2009. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE MOTION FOH HELl~~F FHOM JUDGMI<:NT-2 
APR-29-09 04:57 PM .C n 2085222516 
p.e3 
h. No such evidence having been produced, the court entered its 
order of March 13,2009 - - which order petitioners now seek to have set aside. 
i. Despite such repeated extensions of time - - and the absence of 
~ proper record - - petitioners now attempt to have the trial court violate the terms 
, 
Of the remittitur and allow them another turn at bat. 
j. A Rule 60Cb) motion may not be used as a substitute for appeal. 
Bubak v. Evans, 117 Idaho 510, 512 CApp.). 
, 
THIS MOTION Is based upon the record and file herein, and will be 
submitted with oral argument in support thereof, unless deemed unnecessary by the 
court. 
April 29, 2009 
r/~ ~~fIf.nI1\~L~Dt::::R. REEVES, ESQ. 
rsonal Representative Attorney 
Cambridge Law Center 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
(IRCP 5(f)] 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this day I served a copy ofthe foregoing upon the 
ct;esignated parties, by faxing a copy to their attorney, as follows: 
PETITIONERS 
MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ. 
Fax 522.1277 
April~ ,2009 
NOTICl<: OF MOTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE MOTION FOJ( HELIEI' FROM JUDGMENT-3 
DENMAN & REEVES 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
CAMBRIDGE LAW CENTER 
BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
TELEPHONE 522-2513 
Attorney for 
By 
Our File 
FAX 522-2516 
Personal Representative 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
16338 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
In the Matter of the Estate of } 
} 
} 
CAROL BAILEY and } 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY} 
} 
Deceased.} 
III 
Civil No. CV-06-6496 
ORDER DENYING 
MOTION TO STRIKE AND 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
THIS CAUSE Came on regularly for hearing on May 20,2009, at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho, upon petitioners' motion for relief from judgment, and personal 
representative's motion to strike such motion, petitioners appearing by petitioner, 
KERRY BAILE~with their attorney, MICHAEL J. WHYTE, ESQ., and personal 
representative appearing in person and by his attorney, REGINALD R. REEVES, 
ESQ. It appearing that the court file did not contain a copy of the motion to strike 
(sent to the court by facsimile), but that counsel for petitioners acknowledged that 
he had received service thereof, and did not object to proceeding thereon, the Court 
received argument thereon. 
n ~ 
2 7 2009 1~ 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO STRIKE MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
C) r~ ': 
•• j ,-' oJ 
l1a::;< 22 2009 9:54 Thomsen Stephens Law OFFi 2085221277 
HAVING H~ARD And considered arguments adduced on behalf of¢e 
respective parties, and being fully advised, it appearing that petitioners law fiim 
!fears the responsibility for actions of one MUs members, but that such motiouJo 
dtrike should not be granted; and that the trial court is bound by the dedsionoft~le 
i 
~pPe'Uate court -- such decision not having been for a new trial, but for remand ro 
consider: evidence in the file (ifany) .... and there having been no such evidence 1"1 
I 
t~€: file: 
i 
IT IS HEREB"i ORDERED Tbat such motion to strike isherebydel1ie4, 
AND IT IS ORDERED That such motion for relieffromju dgment is also 
hereby denied. 
Done at Idaho Falls, Idaho, this Mayc2t 12009. 
APPROVED As to Form arid Content 
, 
L. MARKRI 
Magistrate 
___ i 
'~ . 
!~~CHA ,r(d\VHYTE. ESQ, 
( 
1 
ORm:R DENYING MOTION TO srnn{E MOTION FOR RELIEll Fl10M .llitlGMENT-2 
p.2 
;"") ~~ ~,1 
"-..;...... ~ 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
[IRCP 77(D)] 
III 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That a copy of the foregoing was this day served 
upon every party affected thereby, as follows: 
PLAINTIFF 
REGINALD R. REEVES, ESQ. 
Box 1841 
Idaho Falls ID 83403 
Mayfl,2009 
RESPONDENTS 
MICHAEL J.WHYTE, ESQ. 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
RON LONGMORE 
Clerk 
NEWTON 
Deputy 
r. ,~ 
J \J,j 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO STRIKE MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT-3 
Michael J. Whyte, Esq., ISB #4645 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls ID 83404 
Telephone (208)522-1230 
Fax (208)522-1277 
Attorneys for Kerry L. Bailey, Kyle Bailey, and Tamara Lee Bailey Sipe 
4; 43 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IN THE MATTER OF THE EST A TES 
OF 
CAROL BAILEY and 
FRANCIS ANDREW BAILEY, 
Deceased. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-06-6496 
AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL 
Michael J. Whyte, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. Petition for Informal Probate and Informal Appointment of Personal Representati ve 
was filed on or about November 14, 2006. 
2. A petition against the personal representative was filed on or about December 21, 
2006 and an amended petition against the personal representative was filed on or about December 
4,2007. 
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3. Said petitions raised allegations against the personal representative, and not against 
the estate. 
4. Idaho Code § 15-3-720 states that a if a personal representative defends or prosecutes 
a proceeding in good faith, whether successful or not, he is entitled to receive reasonable attorney 
fees incurred from the estate. However, the services rendered by the personal representative must 
benefit the estate and cannot be incurred to protect the personal interests of the personal interest of 
the personal representative (Eliasen v. Fitzgerald. 105 Idaho 234, 668 P.2d 110 (1983))." 
5. The issues raised by the petition filed against the personal representative remained 
until the trial was concluded in April 2008. At the conclusion of that trial, the court found that the 
personal representative had personally received a benefit from his use of the estate assets, and 
originally ordered the personal representative to reimburse the estate a rental amount for his use of 
the real property. That order was subsequently amended, but only to the extent that it removed an 
amount to be paid to the estate because no rental value had been presented at the trial. 
6. Because of the trial court's findings directly against the personal representative, the 
personal representative filed an appeal to the district court in which additional attorney fees were 
incurred. This appeal was not filed on behalf of the estate, nor to stop an adverse decision against 
the estate, but was to change and stop an adverse decision against the personal representative. The 
appeal was not for the estate's benefit, but was for the personal representative's benefit. The district 
upheld the trial court, but remanded for a finding of rental value based on the information contained 
in the record. 
7. It is clear that some of the attorney fees incurred were directly related to the 
administration of the estate. It is also clear that some of the attorney fees incuned were for the 
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personal defense of the personal representative's actions as an individual. These actions were not 
for the benefit of the estate. Petitioners do not believe that all attorney fees incurred benefitted the 
estate, but that a portion, if not a significant majority of the attorney fees were incurred to benefit the 
personal representative as an individual. 
THEREFORE, petitioners request this court to enter an order requiring the personal 
representative to submit a specific breakdown of attorney fees during his final accounting so that 
those attorney fees can be reviewed and the court can determine whether the personal representati ve 
needs to reimburse the estate for any portion of those attorney fees which were incurred for his 
personal defense and which did not benefit the estate. 
DATED this ~ day of June, 2009. 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 05/22/2015 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 2,3- day of June, 2009, I caused a true and conect copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the 
conect postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
MJW:clm 
REGINALD R REEVES 
690 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE 
PO BOX 1841 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83403 
FAX: 522-2516 
6186\PLEADlNGS OURS\053 Aff Counsel 
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[x] Mail 
[ ] Hand Deli very 
[x] Facsimile 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: 
